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Release Notes
This release notes section explains the key features and details for  19.0.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Release Notes.

is a web enabled, mainframe relational database management system. This solution delivers high-performance database
management and transaction processing performance for existing and new workloads, helping you to consolidate
business functions on a central data repository.  provides network and relational access and exploits the latest hardware
and software technologies including the IBM z Systems Integrated Information Processor (zIIP). Using the Agile
development methodology, the  team develops and releases features, between major releases, in response to customer
and market requirements, using the continuous delivery method. Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service
stream as feature PTFs.

Continuous Delivery
is pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of . We will enhance this
version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier deployment.

In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. An explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to
validate.broadcom.com or contact either Rajesh Mandava (rajesh.mandava@broadcom.com) or Sheila Miller
(sheila.miller2@broadcom.com).

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to additional features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After full integration and regression testing with other  products, the enhancement and product fixes are added into the
Recommended Service for z/OS (), ensuring product quality and the integrity of your environment.  is an important part
of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and implement a proactive maintenance strategy in
which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

Important! We recommend that you use  to acquire product maintenance. This service uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE
ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on demand
or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which eliminates time consuming fix searches and the need to select
maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support Portal.

New Features
Tip:  Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs are updated programmatically
so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

The following sections describe the new and enhanced features that are introduced in this release:
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• Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) (LU09706)
• Using MAPC with dictionaries in retrieval mode (LU09039)
• IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.1.0 PTF (LU09046)

Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) (LU09706)

IDMS Customers often want to create a test database from production data that meets business and security
requirements. With this new enhancement, they can now use a data masking tool like Broadcom Test Data Manager with
the new IDMS EXTRACT NETWORK and LOAD NETWORK utilities to create a test database without any personally
identifiable information (PII):

• Extract: Using the new EXTRACT NETWORK utility, IDMS DBAs can now create a sequential data file, a control file,
and a COBOL copybook.

• Transform: Using the generated COBOL copybook and the Broadcom Test Data Manager or any other method or tool
of their choice, IDMS DBAs can now mask sensitive data in the sequential data file.

• Load: Using the new LOAD NETWORK utility, IDMS DBAs can now load the transformed sequential data file into a
new IDMS test database.

NOTE

A Note on Security:

To prevent unauthorized access to personally identifiable information (PII), care should be taken to
ensure proper security is established at the dataset level using an external security manager (ESM), for
all datasets used by the EXTRACT NETWORK and LOAD NETWORK utilities.

For more information on this new capability, refer to Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL).

For more information on IDMS integration with Test Data Manager, find documentation on to Working with IDMS data.

Using MAPC with dictionaries in retrieval mode (LU09039)

With this new enhancement, you can now use MAPC to review map definitions when the dictionary is not in update mode.

Select the Display action to view (Browse) the MAP definition, MAP summary report, and MAP image.

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.1.0 PTF (LU09046)

This release of the IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI includes updates to enable conformance with Zowe CLI v2.

IDMS Visual DBA 18.1.04: Ability to Copy Results from Command Console and Detail Information Pane (LU08324)

With a new enhancement to Visual DBA, you can copy results from the Command Console or text-based tabs in the
Detail Information Pane (DIP) to the Windows clipboard. For example, the results of SQL queries, DCMT commands, IDD
commands, etc., can be copied. The results are in comma-separated values (CSV) format.

IDMS Copybook Support for VSCode COBOL Language Support Extension (LU07911)

The COBOL precompiler can create a tar file containing a copybook generated from each COPY IDMS statement in a
program (i.e. record, file, map and module). This file is a standard tar file and can be transported and extracted into user-
specified locations including a local folder in the VSCode workspace. This feature facilitates the use of IDMS copybooks
with the VSCode COBOL Language Support extension.

Level Set 19.0.04 PTF (LU07868)

The Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all (as of October 28, 2022) published PTFs in the release stream.
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The PTF supersedes previous Level Set PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance. The Level Set PTF
makes it easy to determine what features are installed at your site and to apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up
to a specific modification level. For more detailed information, see Level Set 19.0.04 PTF (LU07868) HOLDDATA.

Support for IBM Function Registry and Additional SCRT Reporting (LU06696)

This enhancement enables IDMS and its components to register with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. As a result, you
can display entries for IDMS and its features in the IBM Function Registry with the FXEPRINT batch job, the FXE console
commands, or the Sysview FXE commands. This enhancement also improves SCRT reporting to show the current level-
set value.

Find documentation on the Feature Registration Services page.

To use this feature, apply Common Services Apars SO15973, LU01130, LU03516, LU05108, and LU05531.

OVERRIDE ZIIP=Y IF NO ZIIP PROCESSORS ARE AVAILABLE (LU06557)

Running with ZIIP=Y on a system without a zIIP engine can result in undesirable performance overhead and inaccurate
reduction estimates.

If ZIIP=Y is specified at startup, but no zIIP processors are available, zIIP will be varied offline. When zIIP processors are
made available, zIIP can be varied online.

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.0.2 PTF (LU06555)

The IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI update introduces the list datasources function and makes IDMS profile creation optional.
The list datasources function returns a list of all data sources defined to the IDMS REST API instance. It can also be used
to view the definition of a specific data source. This update also includes updated internal components.

DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS Option To Display Overflow Statistics by Area and File (LU05723)

New DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS command options of OVERFLOW and OVERFLOW IO display overflow statistics for
an AREA or FILE. This provides more precise details about database overflow, helps monitor the fullness of a database,
exposes where excessive overflow situations occur, and also identifies potential sizing concerns. New examples are
provided.

For more information, see DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS Command.

IDMS REST API PTF (LU05571)

IDMS REST API PTF (LU05571) expands upon our initial offering and further increases security with the update of
internal components to remove vulnerabilities as well as introduce new SQL metadata functions. New metadata functions
include:

REST API: SQL Best Row Identifier
Obtains a description of the optimal set of columns of a table that uniquely identifies a row associated with the
data source.

SQL Database Product Info:
Obtains information about the database, such as product name, product version, driver name, and database
functions and capabilities.

SQL Index Info:
Obtains a list of indexes associated with the data source.

Level Set 19.0.03 PTF (LU05521)

The Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all (as of April 18, 2022) published PTFs in the release stream.
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The PTF supersedes previous Level Set PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance. The Level Set PTF
makes it easy to determine what features are installed at your site and to apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up
to a specific modification level. For more detailed information, see Level Set 19.0.03 PTF (LU05571) HOLDDATA.

IDMS Web Services Support of UTF-8 (LU04786)

IDMS Web Services now supports UTF-8 encoding using the z/OS Unicode Conversion Services facility. This
enhancement allows better interoperability between IDMS-based services, which are EBCDIC-based, and distributed
international services requiring multi-byte UTF-8 characters.

LU04786 includes the following updates:

• A new configuration option, ENCODING, was created. ENCODING has two options:
–   RHDCCODE – when specified IDMS Web Services translates all SOAP messages to and from ASCII using the

code page defined in RHDCCODE. This is the default setting and is compatible with existing installations.
–   UNICODE – when specified IDMS Web Services translates all SOAP messages to and from UTF-8 using the IBM

CCSID provided by means of the CCSID parameter.
•   The ENCODING option was added to the WEBC task for easy configuration.
•   New options for setting and getting the ENCODING values were added to the WSSETOPTION and WSGETOPTION

API functions.
• IDMS Web Services supports conversion between UTF-8 and any CCSID supported by z/OS Unicode Conversion

Services.

For more information, see the following topics:

• Product Requirements, Configuration, and Components
• Web Services API Functions
• Web Services API Records

Support for IBM Function Registry and additional SCRT reporting (LU06696)

This enhancement enables IDMS and its components to register with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. As a result, you
can display entries for IDMS and its features in the IBM Function Registry with the FXEPRINT batch job, the FXE console
commands, or the Sysview FXE commands. This enhancement also improves SCRT reporting to show the current level-
set value.

Find documentation on the Feature Registration Services page.

To use this feature, apply Common Services Apars LU04911 and LU05108.

Language Matters Sensitive Words (LU05106)

This enhancement updates IDMS documentation and product source code (messages, displays, and reports) to align with
modern language standards.

Level-Set Displays and New IDD Operands (PTF LU04373)

This enhancement improves reporting by replacing the 'TAPE' value with the Level Set value in several messages,
utilities, reports, and screens. This lets users easily know what level of maintenance they have applied to their IDMS
systems. New message operands were added to display the level-set value, lpar name, and job name in messages. With
this enhancement, now you can customize your "Enter Next Task Code" message to show the current version, LPAR
name, and JOB name for your IDMS system. For more information, see Message Statement.
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Enhanced SCRT Reporting through PTF (LU02768)

This enhancement improves reporting by making the Level Set currency visible in SCRT reports. With the update, SCRT
reports include the release, version, and modification level. For more information, see #CSADS.

SQL Binary Enhancement (LU02793)

adds a USAGE type of SQLBINARY on an element that is stored in the dictionary (IDD). The element can be added to a
record through the IDD compiler or the SCHEMA compiler. The precompilers expand this element with picture X with the
appropriate length (equivalent to the size specified on the USAGE clause) when copied into a program using COPY IDMS
(COBOL) or INCLUDE IDMS (PL/I).

NOTE
SQLBINARY USAGE type is not supported in the IDD menu facility on the Element Entity and Record Element
screens.

For information, see the following updated topics:

• ELEMENT
• RECORD (REPORT/TRANSACTION)
• Element Substatement
• DISPLAY/PUNCH
• SDR-042
• INQ-058
• #R042DS
• #R058DS

Level Set 19.0.02 PTF (LU02574)

The Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all published PTFs in the release stream. The PTF supersedes previous
Level Set PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance. The Level Set PTF makes it easy to determine
what features are installed at your site and to apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level.

This Level Set PTF includes the following features (see descriptions in the sections that follow):

• VSCode COBOL Language Support Extension
• Enhancement Includes Deadlock Statistics in the PMIM SMF Statistics Record (PTF LU01684)
• Enhancement to REST API (LU01108) Expands Services
• Install Products Using z/OSMF
• Introduces  Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.0
• Configure  Using z/OSMF Workflows (SO15041)
• REST API
• Server Release 17.1
• Map Field Masking Support (SO12206)
• New SQL Data Exception Messages (SO13172)
• New Batch Program (IDMSCVUP) Determines Whether a CV is UP (SO12008)
• REORG Block Size Limitation Removed (SO11556)
• Dynamic Storage Pool Expansion (SO12292)
• for z/OS 19.0 S1912
• CICS Dynamic Tracing for DML and SQL (SO08599)
• Optimized Memory Caching (SO08855)
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VSCode COBOL Language Support Extension Provides a Modern IDMS Development Experience

Application developers now have flexibility to build and maintain IDMS COBOL applications outside the mainframe in
popular IDEs through the COBOL Language Support Extension, which is available for both Visual Studio Code (VSCode)
and Eclipse Che.

The extension supports  Cobol DML to make it easier to develop IDMS COBOL applications in a preferred development
environment through features such as:

• Syntax highlighting and coloring
• Autocomplete
• Syntax and semantic analysis
• IDMS copybook support

For more information about installing and using the extension, see Build and Maintain IDMS COBOL Applications with
VSCode.

Enhancement Includes Deadlock Statistics in the PMIM SMF Statistics Record (PTF LU01684)

This enhancement adds the following deadlock statistics to the PMIM SMF statistics record (default: 230): number of
deadlocks and the number of deadlock victims.

This change enables other products or services to incorporate deadlock information into database monitoring solutions.

See #PMRUSDS for details.

Enhancement to REST API (LU01108) Expands Services

Through its REST API,  provides a robust set of services to support interactions with the mainframe. The REST API
enables you to use modern tooling and interfaces to perform administrative and development functions.

The existing set of services that are supported by the REST API has expanded. Version 1.0.1 provides new services to
help you simplify database monitoring and administration. The latest version of the REST API supports the following:

• IDD, OCF, Schema, Subschema, and Sysgen compilers
• SQL statement execution and metadata functions
• System Statistics metrics
• Data Source reporting

To find out more, see the following topics:

• REST API: IDMS Compilers
• REST API: SQL Services
• REST API: System Statistics
• REST API: Data Sources

Also, view the overview video on YouTube:  REST API Version 1.0.1

Storage Pool Utilization Enhancements

Two PTFs provide enhancements designed to help you prevent short-on-storage (SOS) conditions.

PTF SO15100

This PTF provides new capabilities for monitoring and managing storage more efficiently to give you greater control over
and visibility into storage use.
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Storage Pool Interval Monitor
This online task analyzes storage use and reports on contiguous free storage within storage pools. When a
specified percentage of pool utilization is reached, the task sends a message to the CV LOG and JOBLOG with
the size of the largest contiguous free area in the storage pool. The monitor can be activated automatically when
a specified threshold is reached.

Free Storage (Fragmentation) Report
A new DCMT command, DISPLAY FREE STORAGE, analyzes storage use in the storage pools and categorizes
the free storage by size. The report showing distribution of areas with free storage gives you better visibility into
storage utilization.

PTF SO14629

This feature allows a CUSHION IS clause on the SYSTEM XA STORAGE statement, which removes the need to
manually create a cushion for the System XA storage pool. Before this feature, DCMT commands were required if you
wanted a cushion on Subpool 255. The System XA Storage Cushion IS clause helps simplify maintenance and allows
active tasks to finish without reaching a short on storage condition.

For more information about these enhancements, see the following topics:

• Monitor and Manage Storage with the Storage Pool Interval Monitor
• SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions
• System Statement Parameters Information
• System Statement Syntax
• DCMT DISPLAY FREE STORAGE Command
• DCMT DISPLAY ACTIVE STORAGE Command
• DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS Command

Install Products Using z/OSMF

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. IBM® z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom
mainframe products and mainframe products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS
systems through a browser at any time, from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others,
z/OSMF can simplify some areas of system management and reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing
system activities. Experienced users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system
performance, and manage their z/OS software.

For more information, see the Installing section.

Introduces  Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.0

Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets users interact with the mainframe in a familiar format. The  Plug-in for
Zowe CLI provides the ability to execute and automate  commands and administrative tasks. You can manage  by using
common tools and modern integrated development environments (IDEs) and by writing scripts or programs that can be
incorporated within automation for continuous integration/continuous development (CI/CD) workflows.

For more information about Zowe CLI and the plug-in, see the following resources:

• Plug-in for Zowe CLI
• Zowe Docs Site

Configure  Using z/OSMF Workflows (SO15041)

After you install  on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure the product software instance.
z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF helps system
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programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows significantly reduces
the time that is required to perform these tasks. The workflow configuration of an  environment follows the same post
installation process. z/OSMF provides the flexibility of a menu-driven GUI to input the required variables. The variables
are populated into the job stream. Job streams can be modified before submission and can be executed again if the job
fails.

provides three configuration workflows that perform the following tasks:

• Perform a full base configuration (AGJ190BX)
• Upgrade an existing configuration to a new release (AGJ190UX)
• Add on new product components to an existing configuration (AGJ190UX)

For more information, see Configure  Using z/OSMF Workflows.

REST API

The  REST API is now available. As part of the Broadcom  Database modernization strategy, the API plays a role in
transforming the mainframe for hybrid IT by making the mainframe a more integrated, agile platform.

With the API, you have modern, scalable access to z/OS services, tools, and data, allowing you to extend database
applications and automate database application maintenance and administration. With the  REST API, you can use
modern development tools to maintain your  applications and leverage your mainframe investment.

The API can be used either with or without the Zowe API Mediation Layer. For more information, see Install the  REST
API and Using the REST API.

Server Release 17.1

The 17.1 release of  Server is available. Download your copy online from the Download Management page on Broadcom
Support. The download is available in both 32-bit and 64-bit versions.

Release 17.1, primarily a Technical Currency release, includes the following changes:

• Incorporates all published fixes for both the ODBC and JDBC drivers
• Employs the latest compilers:

– Java code is built with OpenJDK
– C code is built with Visual Studio 2019

• Built with the 1.1.1f version of OpenSSL
• Includes changes to the product installation image, that include:

– Compatibility with Windows 10
– Branding as a Broadcom, Inc. product
– Modifications to accommodate the future delivery of PTFs using the standard installer
– Removal of CAICCI/PC, which is outdated

• Includes a new sample program that is called IdmsCSV.java, which generates the result set of a query in comma-
separated format

Map Field Masking Support (SO12206)

The IDMS mapping facility now supports use of a masking character. Alphabetic, alphanumeric, and numeric display fields
can be masked. An 'M' can be substituted for an 'A', 'X' or '9' in edit pictures. Runtime display of fields display an asterisk
where 'M' is used.

Key Benefit

Mapping support for output edit fields enables sensitive data to be protected to meet security compliance regulations.
A DBA can hide sensitive data, like social security numbers, within minutes and with minimal effort without writing
complicated programs.
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For more information about applying masking for output map displays, see Automatic Editing Criteria in the "Mapping
Facility" section of the  Reference documentation.

New SQL Data Exception Messages (SO13172)

SQL data exception messages DB001110 and DB001111 were added to provide more information about where a data
exception occurred. Before this enhancement, message DB001025 displayed to inform users that an exception occurred
but did not provide the information of where it occurred. DB001110 indicates which column and row the exception
occurred. DB001111 indicates which table, offset within the table, and row that the exception occurred when the column
name is not available.

Key Benefit

The new messages help users debug queries by displaying more information about which field in the database is causing
the data exception.

For more information about these messages, see DB001110 and DB001111.

New Batch Program (IDMSCVUP) Determines Whether a CV is UP (SO12008)

IDMSCVUP is a batch program that determines whether a CV is up and sets a return code. You can use it in a job step to
conditionally execute subsequent job steps based on system availability.

For more information about this program, see Use IDMSCVUP to Determine If an IDMS System is Active.

REORG Block Size Limitation Removed (SO11556)

The REORG utility is enhanced to remove a limitation on the number of output files that can be defined. This
enhancement allows REORG to run on databases with many indexes in unique page ranges. The number of output files
for a REORG task is based on the task being performed, the DIVIDE PROCESSING NN WAYS value, and the number of
index groups defined in the database being reorganized. An index group is one or more indexes that share a page range.

Before this enhancement, REORG could not be used to reorganize databases with a large number of indexes in unique
page ranges unless the scope of what was being reorganized was reduced. The maximum number of output files for a
single REORG task was limited by the block size of the control file.

The block size for the control file is no longer fixed at 8192. REORG uses the block size that the control file is created
with. The default size is 8192 when not specified. The minimum size supported is 2048. For z/VSE, the block size is 8192.

For more information, see the following topics in the  Reference documentation:

• REORG
• Utility Statements (z/OS)

Dynamic Storage Pool Expansion (SO12292)

is now enhanced to dynamically expand storage allocations for designated storage pools, rather than initiate short on
storage actions. XA storage pools can be expanded by 50% of the original size and expanded up to four times. Dynamic
expansion is enabled by SYSGEN specifications. Message DC015008 is issued when an XA storage pool is expanded.
The message indicates which pool was expanded and how much storage was added. A count of how many expansions
have occurred also displays, for example, 1 of 4. Message DC015009 is issued if storage is not available.

Before the dynamic storage pool expansion enhancement, a message is displayed for the following storage conditions
which required a DBA to take action:
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• A storage request was satisfied, but the total amount of free storage remaining in the pool is less than the storage
cushion for that pool.

• A storage request was issued. The DC system determined that this pool was eligible to satisfy the request, but not
enough contiguous storage was available in the pool to satisfy the request.

Inadequate storage resulted in one of the following actions:

• The task was abended.
• The task was put in a wait state until enough storage is available.
• A return code was sent back to the requesting program.
• The request was fulfilled from another storage pool.

Additional information about this enhancement:

• Dynamic expansion does not occur if a requested storage amount exceeds 50% of the original storage pool size.
• Expansion can be enabled or disabled by updating the SYSGEN, generating, and issuing DCMT VARY SYSGEN

REFRESH ALL.
• SOS conditions and behaviors will not occur until a storage pool has expanded four times by design. 
• Turning dynamic expansion off and on does not reset the counter. Four expansions are the maximum for the life of the

CV.

• Storage cushions can be utilized to minimize expansions and the resulting DC015008 message in the job log.
• If an expansion attempt fails, a DC015009 message is issued. The requesting task is subject to SOS behavior.

For more information, see the following topics:

• Increasing the Efficiency of Storage Pool Usage
• XA STORAGE POOL Statement Syntax
• XA STORAGE POOL Statement Parameters
• Example XA STORAGE POOL Statement
• SYSTEM Statement Syntax
• SYSTEM Statement Parameters Information
• SYSTEM Statement Parameters
• Example SYSTEM Statements
• DC015008
• DC015009

for z/OS 19.0 S1912

This Service Update installs  for z/OS 19.0 at the Recommended Service () S1912. By installing this Service Update, you
ensure that your systems are current on maintenance for  for z/OS 19.0. Download your copy of  for z/OS 19.0 S1912
online at Broadcom Support.

CICS Dynamic Tracing for DML and SQL (SO08599)

A new parameter, SYSIDMS, for use with DMLTRACE or SQLTRACE, isolates tracing to a single program in a CICS
transaction, instead of all programs, which helps you diagnose and resolve problems faster and easier.

For more information, see the following topics:
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• CICS Considerations
• CICS Transient Data Queue Considerations
• Tracing for a CICS Transaction
• Standard CICS Interface
• SYSIDMS Parameter Summary
• SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions
• Debugging the Application
• IDMSIN01
• Debugging Batch Programs with the Trace Facility
• Debugging Procedures
• IDMSIN01 Assembler Macro Syntax

Optimized Memory Caching (SO08855)

The new 64-bit memory caching option lets you limit the amount of 64-bit storage that is allocated for a given file to a
percentage of total size of a file.

For more information, see the following topics:

• Reducing Input/Output
• DCMT VARY FILE
• DCMT VARY AREA
• DCMT DISPLAY AREA Command
• DCMT DISPLAY FILE Command
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS Command
• DMCL Statement

The LOOK System Task and the IDMSLOOK load modules are enhanced:

• The DMCL option shows memory cache percentages for files.
• The DMCL option ALL shows memory cache percentages for files and areas.

New Level-Set PTF (SO10358) Now Available

This PTF applies all maintenance up to the modification level 19.0.01. A Level Set PTF is used to provide you with an
easy method to receive and/or apply all maintenance up to a specific modification level. This PTF PREREQs all published
PTFs. To view the HOLDDATA for all maintenance included in the PTF, see IDMS Level Set PTF 19.0.01 HOLDDATA. 

For more information about applying the PTF, see Continuous Delivery.

SYSGEN Enhancements to Avoid Surprises (SO09820)

As system currency is established in the SYSGEN compiler, the following message appears if ungenerated entity changes
exist: DC601273.A new command, DISPLAY CHANGES, allows you to display all changed entities. The SYSGEN
Generation Summary is enhanced to include all entities.

For more information, see the following topics:

• DISPLAY Parameters
• Compiler-Directive Statements
• Currency
• Online Session for System Generation Compiler
• Online System Modification
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SQL Resource Limits (SO08757)

Specifying the SQL Row Limit on the SET SESSION overrides both the SYSTEM and TASK settings and allows a lower
limit to be used for a session. If an attempt is made to specify an SQL Row Limit that exceeds the limit for the system or
task, an error message displays and the limit for the current session is not updated.

For more information see, Set Sessions and DB001109.

DCMT DISPLAY UTAB Command (SO08527)

New DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command displays the Utility Command Assignments (UTAB).  also includes a new batch
processor to produce source syntax from the IDMSUTAB load module. This enhancement allows the DBA to easily view
existing definitions and also provides a means to recover IDMSUTAB source syntax from the load module.

For more information, see DCMT DISPLAY UTAB and Recreate the Utility Command Assignments (UTAB).

After applying the PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following
definition:

ADD PROGRAM RHDCUTAD 

      CONCURRENT 

      NODYNAMIC 

      DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0 

      ENABLED 

      ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5 

      ISA SIZE IS 0 

      LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER 

      MPMODE IS SYSTEM 

      NOMAINLINE 

      MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON 

      NEW COPY IS ENABLED 

      OVERLAYABLE 

      PROGRAM 

      NOPROTECT 

      REENTRANT 

      NONRESIDENT

      REUSABLE

      SAVEAREA

Using Zowe CLI with  (SO08699)

is updated to provide access to  CVs through UCFTSO, using Zowe CLI. By using Zowe, the  DBA or application
developer can interact in a familiar format to simplify and automate common  administration tasks. You can also manage 
administrative tasks using modern scripting languages, such as Bash, Python, TypeScript, and JavaScript.

For more information, see UCF Front-End, Post-Configuration Tasks, and Integrate with Zowe CLI.

Administrating  System Operations (SO08256 and SO08257)

3270 dynamic display size is now supported. When using an emulator with a dynamic, alternate display size,  can use an
80-column default display size for VTAM, UCFTSO, and UCFCICS sessions. You do not need to set the alternate display
size of the emulator to a supported 3270 model. UCFTSO and UCFCICS use the DFLTSIZ= parameter to indicate the
default 3270 model display size.

For more information, see 3270 Display SIze Support and UCF Front-End.
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Programming IDMS SQL (SO08292)

Caching is supported for the INSERT SQL statement only if it contains at least one dynamic parameter.

SQL Resource Limit Message DB001108 (SO08356)

Message DB001108 is enhanced to display in the  log to determine when the SQL resource limit is reached.

Server PTF (SO08088)

This is a cumulative PTF that contains all corrections to date, for both the 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the  ODBC and
JDBC drivers.

DCMT DISPLAY CTAB Command

New DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command displays the DCMT Command Activity Assignments (CTAB).  also includes a new
batch processor to produce source syntax from the IDMSCTAB load module. This enhancement allows the DBA to easily
view existing definitions and also provides a means to recover IDMSCTAB source syntax from the load module.

For more information see, DCMT DISPLAY CTAB and Recreate the DCMT Command Activity Assignments (CTAB).

After applying the PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following
definition:

ADD PROGRAM RHDCCTAD 

      CONCURRENT 

      NODYNAMIC 

      DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0 

      ENABLED 

      ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5 

      ISA SIZE IS 0 

      LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER 

      MPMODE IS SYSTEM 

      NOMAINLINE 

      MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON 

      NEW COPY IS ENABLED 

      OVERLAYABLE 

      PROGRAM 

      NOPROTECT 

      REENTRANT 

      NONRESIDENT

      REUSABLE

      SAVEAREA

DCMT DISPLAY SRTT Command (SO07995)

New DCMT DISPLAY SRTT command that displays the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT).  also includes a new
batch processor to produce source syntax from the RHDCSRTT load module.

For more information see, DCMT DISPLAY SRTT and Recreate the Security Resource Type Table (SRTT). Also see the
section "The SRTT" in the  Centralized Security Overview topic.

Storage Key Considerations for z/OS CSA Subpools (SO07073)

Setting the DIAGxx parmlib statement VSM ALLOWUSERKEYCSA to YES will not be supported after z/OS V2R3.
Allocation and modification of common areas of virtual storage in user key (8-15), will no longer be possible. This change
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may impact systems with code accessing External Run Unit Storage (ERE/ESE) areas from a Common CSA/ECSA fetch
protected sub-pool.

See the section, Using ALLOWUSERKEYCSA(NO) in Storage Key Considerations for z/OS CSA Subpools.

now includes new SYSGEN and SYSIDMS parameters that allow you to specify whether to allocate External Run Unit
Storage (ERE/ESE) areas in a fetch or non-fetch protected sub-pool.

See SYSTEM Statement Syntax, SYSTEM Statement Parameters Information, and SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common
Facilities) for detailed information about the new ERUS FETCH PROTECT and ERUS_FETCH_PROTECT_OFF
parameters.

Visual DBA Version 18.1 Update

Visual DBA is updated to Version 18.1, which includes all maintenance fixes and support for Windows® 8 and 10.

Updated Messages (SO07852)

Added index name that is displayed in a message when an 11xx abend occurs that is related to an index to diagnose and
solve issues.

MQ Adapter (SO07191, SO07979, and SO09453)

provides an MQ Adapter to support message queueing and trigger monitoring. The MQ Adapter supplies an interface for 
applications to exchange messages when connected to an IBM MQ queue manager.

Key Benefits and Features

The MQ Adapter enables further integration of  with modern applications, with reduced costs and high-quality support, and
provides the following key features:

• Seamless  integration
• Support for  programming languages

– ADS
– COBOL
– HLASM
– PL/I

• Support for Message Queue Interface (MQI) API
– MQBACK
– MQCLOSE
– MQCMIT
– MQCONN
– MQDISC
– MQGET
– MQINQ
– MQOPEN
– MQPUT
– MQPUT1
– MQSET
– MQSTAT

• MQ Trigger Monitor with polling for online queue manager
Invokes an IDMS task to process incoming messages on local queues.

• MQ statistics
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Extended IDMS system-wide statistics and statistics by queue. 
• Extended DCMT commands for MQ
• Nodes for securing MQ-related DCMT commands
• MQ trace debugging
• MQ Error Codes

Added administration information to configure, manage, secure, and analyze the MQ environment using the MQ Adapter.

• Administrating  MQ Adapter
• Configure the MQ Adapter
• Add Support for MQ Trigger Monitor
• Manage MQ Adapter Status at Runtime
• Manage MQ Trigger Monitor at Runtime
• Secure MQ at the Command Level
• Analyze MQ Adapter Statistics at Runtime
• Optional Steps

Added information for application developers to get started programming their online applications with the MQ Adapter:

• Using  MQ Adapter
• Design Considerations for MQ Application Programs
• Develop Programs for MQ Access
• Build Programs to Call MQ

Added reference information for the MQ Adapter:

• MQ Adapter API Support
• Supported Programming Languages for MQ Adapter
• MQ Function Descriptions
• MQ Error Codes

DCMT DISPLAY Commands

The following DCMT DISPLAY commands were enhanced to include MQ:

• DCMT DISPLAY PTERM
• DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS
• DCMT DISPLAY SUBTASK

DCMT VARY Commands

The following DCMT VARY commands were enhanced for include MQ:

• DCMT VARY CSAFLAGS
• DCMT VARY LTERM
• DCMT VARY PTERM

DCMT HELP command is enhanced to include MQ. For more information, see DCMT HELP.

DCMT Command Codes

The following DCMT command codes are added for MQ:
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• N028015 - MQ Trace
• N029011 - INITIATION QUEUE queue-name
• N035054 - MQ
• N041014 - DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ
• N041015 - DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUES
• N041016 - DISPLAY STATISTICS MQ QUEUE queue-name
• N100007 - Internal use only
• N100008 - VARY CSADBMS n ON/OFF
• N114 - DISPLAY MQ
• N114001 - DISPLAY MQ
• N115 - VARY MQ
• N115001 - ENABLED/DISABLED
• N115002 - QUEUE MANAGER queue-manager-name

Added the following new messages for MQ support:

• DC131000 to 31030
• DC131998
• DC131999
• DC267017
• DC268014 to DC268016
• DC301094
• DC301096

Performance Monitor (SO06628, SO06629, SO12693, and SO12009)

includes CICS Unit of Work ID and Network-wide ID to Performance Monitor SMF230 job termination records. These
fields are defined in the #PMTASDS, #PMS30DS, and #PMSVXDS DSECTs. This enhancement allows  customers to
correlate IDMS transactions for analysis and management reporting. After you install this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility
to update PMARPT00 in the dictionary containing PERFMON reports, which is typically the SYSDIRL dictionary. The
updated PMARPT00 source is in the CAGJSRC library:

• TASDNETN, for UCF CICS Netname, is added to DC Task Data section
• TASCUOWI and TASCNETN, for CICS Unit of Work ID and Network Unit of Work ID respectively, added to CICS

ERUS Task Data section

A new parameter, UOWID, has been added, which specifies whether the IDMS interface should acquire the CICS
transaction unit of work ID for Performance Monitor SMF230 job termination records. For more information, see
IDMSINTL and IDMSCINL CICS Interface Macros and Standard CICS Interface.

NOTE
Analyzer Option for  is also updated as part of this  enhancement. For more information about the  updates, see
the  documentation.

SQL Resource Limits Enhancement (SO06940)
is enhanced to limit the resources that are used by an SQL statement. SQL Application Developers, DBAs, and Systems
Programmers can stop long-running SQL requests before the systems are burdened.

SQL Row Limit Enhancement (SO07829)
SQL Row Limit is a new Resource Management Parameter option that limits the number of rows that can be read or
updated by a single SQL statement, including rows that are processed internally, for example, by a sort or an aggregate
function. SQL Row Limit is more powerful than standard row count options because it can be used to limit additional
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database I/O activity, rather than only limit the number of rows that are returned to the user in a result set. SQL Row
Limit differs from other  limits as it is enforced at the statement level, by the SQL engine, and provides a recoverable
error message instead of task abend. SQL Row Limit is an attribute of the SQL session. It can be set on the SYSTEM
statement and overridden on the TASK statement in the SYSGEN and passed down to the session. Specifying the SQL
Row Limit on the SET SESSION overrides both the SYSTEM and TASK settings.

ADS zIIp Enablement (SO06651)
supports running ADS on zIIP. Running ADS on zIIP allows  ADS Dialogs to execute in SRB mode and run on the zIIP
specialty engines. Running ADS on zIIP can result in increased throughput, while reducing overall costs by offloading
processing from the GP to the specialty engines and reducing swaps.To view benchmark test results from running ADS
with zIIP on and off, see Document on enhancement to allow ADS to be zIIP eligible (KB000124014).

Web Services Employee Demonstration (SO06075)
provides a COBOL and PL/1 version of the demo Consumer service program, see Web Services Employee
Demonstration.

Security (SO05694)
For added security for external security signon,  is enhanced to support using a password phrase (passphrase) of 9
through 100 characters as a password.

NOTE
PTF SO05694 Replaces PTF SO04635.

Utility Programs ( Utilities) (SO04062)
When running the IDMSLOOK utility in batch or the LOOK transaction within a CV, the expanded information on
the DMCL ALL report includes the SMI Interval and Default CALC Page Range clauses. PTF SO04062 includes an
enhancement to the DMCL report. The report includes the SMI Interval and Default CALC Page Range clauses, when
the values for these items do not agree with the standard definition of the area due to earlier EXPAND PAGE or EXTEND
SPACE actions against the area.

DCPROFIL System Task (SO01912)
The output of the SVC CV Table is enhanced to show when a CV has abended or shutdown abnormally and left residual
CSA data.

Performance Monitor Application Monitor (RO98392)
The content of the SMF type 30 record is enhanced to include the job identifier in the SMF30JNM field that is described by
#PMS30DS.For more information, see #PMS30DS.A new Application Monitor report—PMARPT21, Batch Job Accounting
summary report— is added to report on batch erus job statistics. The report includes statistics for job identifier, job
name, accounting information, and task start/end date and times. For more information, select the report name in Report
Samples (Application Monitor).

Integration with IDz/RDz or  (RO99485 and RO98318)
(RO99485)  provides an XML file with DML Assembler Macros for integration with IDz/RDz or . For more information,
see Assembler Customization. (RO98318)  provides several sample REXX execs and JCL procedures, which are in the 
SAMPLES distribution library. The samples facilitate the integration of  with . For more information, see Integration with
IDz/RDz or .

SQL Quick Bridge (RO97698)
The following samples are added to show you how to convert table procedures, generated by Quick Bridge using network
DML, to instead use SQL:
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• AGJCOVEN - 2 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJCOVEQ - 2 level, converted to SQL
• AGJHOSPN - 3 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJHOSPQ - 3 level, converted to SQL

For more information, see Convert a Generated Table Procedure to Use SQL.

Convert a Generated Table Procedure to Use SQL

System Generation (RO97690)
To be aware of storage consumption by database locks and prevent storage problems, message DC040107 is added to
indicate when more storage is allocated.

(RO96918)
A new profile option, SQLIND, is added to specify the suffix to use to create the generated null indicator REC card for
an SQL column. Set the SQLIND parameter in the profile to I to use the _I suffix, instead of using the default suffix
_NULL_IND.

Portfolio Simplification (RO96807)
You do not need to download and install LMP keys for the other  product components. PTF R096807 makes the LMP keys
available through the base  product.

Performance Monitor Application Monitor (RO97013)
A new field SMF30IPA is added to the DSEC #PMS30 -  APPLICATION MONITOR SMF TYPE 30 RECORDS. SMF30IPA
is a maximum of 16 bytes and contains the IPV4 or IPV6 TCP/IP address (binary format) for tasks that execute
transactions over an IDMS TCP/IP socket connection.

DC/UCF Statistics Reports (RO97013)
The following new statistics reports are added:
SREPORT 004

Provides task statistics information by IP Address (displayed in IPV4 or IPV6 dotted string format) for tasks that
execute transactions over an IDMS TCP/IP socket connection.

SREPORT 022
Provides transaction statistics information by IP Address (displayed in IPV4 or IPV6 dotted string format) for
user programs/tasks that request transaction statistics and execute over an IDMS TCP/IP socket connection. The
user program initiates collection of transaction statistics with a BIND TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement and
terminates collection with an END TRANSACTION STATISTICS statement.

DCPROFIL System Task (RO96512)
The DCPROFIL system task is enhanced to display more information from the current SVC module that is used by CV, as
follows:
SVC module header

SVC Release, SVC FMID, and SVC PTF number, if applied.
SVC options block linked with the SVC module

• SVC Number:      From #SVCOPT
• AUTHREQ=YES/NO: Specifies if SVC requires an authorized CV
• CVKEY: Identifies the primary protect key that a CV must be using when AUTHREQ=YES.
• SMF=YES/NO: Specifies whether the SVC supports SMF writes
• SVCXLEN: Length of ERE extension that is used by IDMSSVCX exit.
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SVC CV table
A list of CVs by number which are currently using the SVC.

In the DCPROFIL report page, these enhancements are displayed in a new page 3 that is named CURRENT SVC.

COBOL Precompiler (RO96611)
The  COBOL precompiler IDMSDMLC is enhanced to support inline (floating) comments using * >, introduced in IBM
Enterprise COBOL for z/OS v5.1. For more information, see the IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS documentation.

Culprit (RO95270)
Culprit now supports Large Block Interface (LBI) for INPUT and OUTPUT files. LBI is an IBM feature that allows you to
read and write blocks larger than 32760 bytes from and to devices that support LBI, such as tape, cartridge, or virtual
tape. For more information, see OUTput Parameter and INPUT Parameter.

zIIP Exploitation (RO92366 and RO93622)
(RO92366)  introduces zIIP suspension. When a database procedure, system mode SQL procedure, or system mode
user exit is loaded from an unauthorized library, zIIP is suspended instead of permanently stopped. zIIP suspension
allows you to restart zIIP processing while the CV remains running.(RO93622) You can now re-enable zIIP processing
without restarting the CV, after it was suspended due to the loading an IDMS Nucleus Module from an unauthorized
library.

OLQDMLX User Exit (RO94965)
IDMSUXIT replaces IDMSBALI and OLQSDMLE in the link edit of the OLQDMLX exit load module.

DC/UCF Statistics Reports: SREPORTS (RO92672)
A new #STRDS DSECT type—STRTDCX—is added for task or transaction and system statistics.

System Generation and UC/UCF System Generation Resource Management (RO93347)
The range of the number of ERUs to allocate at system startup is changed from 0 to 255 to 0 to 1000. Calculating the
number of TCEs is enhanced to prevent over-allocating memory below the 16-Mb line.

Upgrade (SO08620 and RO93158)
(SO08620) The MSM upgrade process is changed to run several IDDXI5J0 jobs. Only new or changed modules are
added to the system during the upgrade process. This PTF also includes fixes to various install issues, which are
described in the HOLDDATA enhancement description. The behavior for dictionary entities in Jobs 7, 9, and 10, is
changed. During installation from 18.5 to a later release using CAISAG,  updates only the dictionary entities that are
changed. The list of the changed entities is in CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. (RO93158) For a running list of
the PTFs that include the changed dictionary entities, see Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0 in the Upgrade
Considerations.

IDMSIN01 (RO92185)
The IDMSIN01 macro is updated to show UTC time in local time. For more information, see IDMSIN01.

Portfolio Simplification for
product component features and capabilities are now available as part of the base product.

To offer more value by streamlining product offerings to  for z/OS () users, some  product component features and
capabilities are now available through the base product. You do not have to download and install LMP keys for these
components.
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NOTE

For  19.0, the enhancement PTF RO96807 eliminates the need for an LMP key for the product components. For 
18.5, LMP keys are still required, but the product components are available at no cost.

Product Components

The following table lists the  product components that are available as part of the base product.

Component Feature Description

A fourth-generation language development and runtime system for
online and batch applications that execute in the  environment and
access  databases.

A facility that allows you to develop fourth-generation batch
applications that execute in the  environment.  applications can
read data from input files, perform  database update and retrieval,
and write data to output files.

A source-level testing and debugging tool that gives  developers
control over the execution of the  environment.

Enables  applications to use Advanced Program-to-Program
Communications.

Audit A utility that is used to examine the physical integrity of an 
database, by fixing many found errors and to report the errors and
the corrections.

Analyzer A utility that produces analytical reports describing the physical
organization of a database, providing statistics useful for both
planning and assessing database reorganization.

for A batch utility that is used to generate files, print reports and
create data tables from conventional and database files. You can
print these reports or can write them to conventional files.

Extractor An application development tool that speeds up the testing and
maintenance phases of applications development by reducing
or eliminating the need to develop special test database load
programs.

Reorg A utility that is used to reorganize an  database.

DDS (Distributed Database System) Enables  databases to be spread over a network of multiple
processors, and supports access to these databases by any 
application running on the network.

DLI Transparency Allows DL/I application programs to perform IMS-DB processing
with  databases. DL/I applications can run in the IMS DB batch or
DL/I batch environment or the DL/I CICS environment.

Loader A syntax converter that is used with the Integrated Data Dictionary
(IDD) to simplify the task of populating the dictionary with
information that is contained in COBOL source programs.

Module Editor A powerful online program development facility that is used to edit
and browse modules stored in the dictionary, add and execute
modules, and create executable statements.
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Migrator A migration tool for transferring systems from a testing
environment to a production environment.

DML Online An interactive productivity tool that allows on-demand navigation,
retrieval, and update of  databases.

Query Facility A tool that provides quick and easy online access to the contents
of  dictionaries.

Journal Analyzer A comprehensive performance analysis facility that gathers and
combines management and performance data from  journal files
and reports it in concise, logical formats.

Log Analyzer A performance analysis and management tool that records
information from the  log and produces various database analysis
reports that gauge resource use and system performance.

Masterkey A task initiation control facility for . By controlling the invocation
of tasks, the developer or database administrator can save
keystrokes, streamline workflow, and provide a certain amount of
security in the  environment.

MQ Adapter Supports message queueing using IBM MQ to enable applications
to communicate with one another across your environment. MQ
Adapter connects online applications to a local IBM MQ queue
manager to allow applications to access the managed queues.

Online Log Display A tool that gives  and DC/UCF users online access to a full-screen
display of runtime events that are recorded in the log.

Online Query for An online query tool and report writer that accesses data that is
stored in an  database.

A debugging tool that provides online tracing of  applications.

A high-performance transaction server for the  environment that
efficiently manages the concurrent execution of multiple online
and batch programs accessing  databases.

Sort Provides fast, flexible sorting of data online.

Plug-in for Zowe CLI A command-line interface that lets you interact with the mainframe
in a familiar format. With the Plug-in for Zowe CLI, you can
execute and automate commands and administrative tasks.

REST API Built on the representational state transfer (REST) architecture,
the REST API gives the ability to use modern development tools
to maintain  applications and manage and monitor  Databases.

Task Analyzer An  task reporting utility that uses  exits to gather statistics and
produce reports on programs,  dialogs, tasks, and integrated
indexes. These statistics can be written to the  Log or SMF
records.

UCF Enables a terminal that is connected to a host teleprocessing
monitor to execute  tasks.

VSAM Transparency A program interface that allows VSAM-based applications to
access and update in an  database.

Visual DBA A robust, comprehensive tool that enables you to view and
manage objects from a single, object-oriented graphical user
interface (GUI).
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Server Provides open access to data that is stored in  databases using
dynamic SQL with both the ODBC and JDBC application program
interfaces.

SQL Provides SQL query and update access to  databases. SQL
supports existing network databases that are defined using the
schema compiler, and new databases that are defined using SQL
DDL.

SQL Quick Bridge A graphical user interface (GUI) tool that makes it easy for 
programmers and DBAs to define table procedures.

Web Services A feature that allows you to both consume external web services
and expose internal web services within  by using the SOAP
protocol.

Product Components that are Not Part of Portfolio Simplification
The following  product components require licenses:

Component Feature Description

Change Manager for Controls and monitors change processing within the  environment.
The use of  streamlines the administration of the  environment
and helps to ensure a smooth migration from one stage of
development (such as system testing) to the next.

Presspack Presspack is a tool for compression and decompression of 
records or tables. Its compression efficiency makes it ideal for
compressing large-volume databases.

Performance Monitor Option The  Performance Monitor is a performance and tuning tool. Use
it to monitor hardware and software resource utilization in a DC/
UCF system. Performance Monitor includes Realtime, Interval,
and Application Monitor components.

 Base Products, Options, and Interfaces
consists of multiple integrated component options that comprise the  system environment.

NOTE
If the enhancement PTF RO96807 is applied, no LMP keys are required for components that are included with
Portfolio Simplification.

The following table lists the  product options that may be installed during the base  installation process.

Product Product Code Product Name LMP Key  Required LMP Code
Base FEJ000OP Yes FE

FMJ000OP Yes FM
FFJ000OP Yes FF
FKJ000OP Yes FK
FLJ000OP Yes FL
FHJ000OP Yes FH
FEJ002OP ASF No N/A
FIJ000OP CICS Support No N/A
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GJJ000OP Yes GJ
EJJ000OP DBCS Option No EJ
ZEJ000OP DBOMP

Transparency
Yes G0

GQJ000OP Yes GQ
GSJ000OP DDS Yes GS
A4J000OP Loader Yes Q2
GUJ000OP DLI Transparency Yes GU
N/A MQ Adapter No N/A
FGJ000OP Yes FG
GYJ000OP Performance

Monitor
Yes GY

N/A Plug-in for Zowe CLI No N/A
GXJ000OP Presspack Yes GX
N/A Quick Bridge No N/A
N/A REST API No N/A
XSJ000OP Server Yes XS
GTJ000OP SQL Yes GT
GVJ000OP TOTAL

Transparency
Yes GV

XUJ000OP TP Option for
INTERCOM

Yes UK

GPJ000OP UCF Yes GP
N/A Visual DBA No N/A
GWJ000OP VSAM

Transparency
Yes GW

WSJ000OP Web Services Yes GT
Tools O5J000OP Yes PM

MEJ000OP Yes NF
H4J000OP Analyzer Yes LI
H7J000OP Audit Yes L9
IRJ000OP Reorg Yes MA
O2J000OP Sort Yes N3
M3J000OP Module Editor Yes NR
MVJ000OP Migrator Yes NQ
KJJ000OP DML Online Yes MB
M4J000OP Query Facility Yes NS
O3J000OP Enforcer Yes N4
OTJ000OP Extractor Yes NX
FPJ000OP Journal Analyzer Yes F5
F7J000OP Log Analyzer Yes G8
F8J000OP Masterkey Yes H5
F9J000OP Online Log Display Yes H8
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O4J000OP SASO Yes N5
GIJ000OP Schema Mapper Yes I5
O6J000OP Task Analyzer Yes LG

Options that are Not Part of the  Base License

The following  product components are add-on options that require licenses:

Product Product Code Product Name LMP Key Required LMP Code

Endevor/DB HEJ000OP Yes NC

Presspack GXJ000OP Presspack Yes GX

Performance Monitor GYJ000OP Performance Monitor Yes GY

Release Comparison
The following table compares the key features in active releases for .

Key Features Version 19.0 Release 18.5
Install  Using z/OSMF
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing,
maintaining, and configuring mainframe products on your systems. IBM® z/
OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom
mainframe products and mainframe products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets
you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others,
z/OSMF can simplify some areas of system management and reduce the level
of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced users
can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor
system performance, and manage their z/OS software.

yes no

Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets users interact with the
mainframe in a familiar format. The  Plug-in for Zowe CLI provides the ability to
execute and automate  commands and administrative tasks.
You can manage  by using common tools and modern integrated development
environments (IDEs), and by writing scripts or programs that can be
incorporated within automation for continuous integration/continuous
development (CI/CD) workflows.

yes no
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Configure  Using z/OSMF Workflows
After you install  on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to
configure the product software instance. z/OSMF workflows help automate the
deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF helps system
programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using
z/OSMF workflows significantly reduces the time that is required to perform
these tasks. The workflow configuration of an  environment follows the same
post installation process. z/OSMF provides the flexibility of a menu-driven GUI
to input the required variables. The variables are populated into the job stream.
Job streams can be modified before submission and can be executed again if
the job fails.
provides three configuration workflows that perform the following tasks:

• Perform a full base configuration (AGJ190BX)
• Upgrade an existing configuration to a new release (AGJ190UX)
• Add on new product components to an existing configuration (AGJ190UX)

yes no

REST API
The  REST API helps you manage and monitor your  databases. The API gives
you flexibility to leverage modern tooling to automate systems management.
With the API, you can quickly and easily access data to leverage solutions that
analyze system issues, automate processes and alerts, and create intelligent
recommendations for tuning.
For example, you can use the API to:

• View Performance Monitor statistical data
• View DC Log records
• Execute DCMT and DCUF commands

You can use the API either with or without the Zowe API Mediation Layer.

yes no

Server 17.1
Server is enhanced to include support for Windows® 10. A new sample
program, IdmsCSV.java, has been added, which generates the result set of a
query in comma-separated values (CSV) format. CSV files can be read easily
into modern tools, like Microsoft Excel for reporting and analysis.

yes no

Integration with Zowe CLI
You can automate  administration tasks by using Zowe, an open source project
that includes a CLI (command-line interface) component (Zowe CLI). By using
Zowe, the  DBA or application developer can interact in a familiar format to
simplify and automate common  administration tasks:
• Manage batch jobs and mainframe data sets, transfer files, and can execute

TSO commands from Linux, Microsoft® Windows®, and Mac® command
prompts.

• Manage  administrative tasks using common tools, such as Integrated
Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, and modern scripting
languages, such as Bash, Python, TypeScript, and JavaScript.

yes no

SYSGEN Enhancements to Avoid Surprises
As system currency is established in the SYSGEN compiler, the following
message appears if ungenerated entity changes exist: DC601273. A new
command, DISPLAY CHANGES, allows you to display all changed entities. The
SYSGEN Generation Summary is enhanced to include all entities.

yes no
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Security Visualization
DCMT Discrete Security Online Visualization and Syntax Recovery
includes a new DCMT DISPLAY command CTAB, that displays the CTABGEN
DCMT command discrete security activity assignments.  also includes a new
batch processor to produce source syntax from the IDMSCTAB load module.
Security Resource Type Table (SRTT) Visualization
includes a new DCMT DISPLAY command—SRTT— that displays the Security
Resource Type Table.  also includes a new batch processor to produce source
syntax from the RHDCSRTT load module.
Utility Security Visualization
now includes a new DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command that displays the
UTABGEN utility command security assignments.  also includes a new batch
processor to produce source syntax from the IDMSUTAB load module.

yes no

3270 Dynamic Display Size Support
When using an emulator with a dynamic, alternate display size,  can use an 80
column default display size for VTAM, UCFTSO, and UCFCICS sessions.

yes no

Cache Dynamic INSERT SQL Statement Support
Caching is supported for the INSERT SQL statement only if it contains at least
one dynamic parameter. For more information, see Dynamic SQL Caching.

yes no

Visual DBA 18.1
Visual DBA is enhanced to include support for Windows® 8 and 10.

yes no

MQ Adapter
provides an MQ Adapter to support message queueing (MQ) and trigger
monitoring. The MQ Adapter provides an interface for  applications to exchange
messages when connected to an IBM MQ queue manager.

yes no

SQL Resource Limits
is enhanced to limit the resources that are used by an SQL statement. SQL
Application Developers, DBA's, and Systems Programmers can stop long-
running SQL requests before the systems are burdened.

yes no

Unit of Work (UOW) ID
includes CICS Unit of Work ID and Network-wide ID to Performance Monitor
SMF230 job termination records.  includes CICS Unit of Work ID and Network-
wide ID to Performance Monitor SMF230 job termination records. These fields
are defined in the #PMTASDS, #PMS30DS, and #PMSVXDS DSECTs.

yes no

ADS zIIP Enablement
The ADS zIIP Enablement feature allows  ADS Dialogs to execute in SRB
mode and run on the zIIP specialty engines. Running ADS on zIIP can result
in increased throughput, while reducing overall costs by offloading processing
from the GP to the specialty engines and reducing swaps.

yes no

Passphrase Security
is enhanced to support using a password phrase (passphrase) as a password,
for external security signon. Passphrase security provides added security and
compliance.

yes no

The #PMTASDS Performance Monitor record is enhanced to report on batch
erus job statistics including job identifier, job name, accounting information, and
task start/end date and times.

yes no

The #PMS30DS Performance Monitor SMF Type 30 record is enhanced to
report task statistics by IPV4 and IPV6 IP addresses.

yes no
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Integration with
Provides guidelines and sample table procedures for loading test data into
network databases.
Provides robust and secure test data for network applications to enable faster
delivery of better applications.

yes no

zIIP Exploitation
introduces zIIP suspension. When a database procedure, system mode SQL
procedure, or system mode user exit is loaded from an unauthorized library, zIIP
is suspended instead of permanently stopped. zIIP suspension allows you to
restart zIIP processing while the CV remains running.

yes no

Integration with IDz/RDz or
Provides guidelines and samples to rich editing for  COBOL, PL/1, and
Assembler programs.
Enables developers to use a modern IDE to maintain and enhance 
applications.

yes no

Web Services API
The  Web Services API is a Call Level Interface (CLI). Application programs
make calls to a centralized stub module that calls other subordinate programs to
carry out the function operation.

yes no

SQL Virtual Foreign Keys
Using system-defined virtual foreign keys provides the following added benefits:
• Does not require database changes
• Does not require table procedures
• Does not require changes to network definitions
• Allows flexible navigation, similar to network DML
• Provides easy, non-disruptive adoption

yes no

Specify Value Expressions with the INSERT Statement
The  SQL feature allows specifying some types of value expressions in the
VALUES clause of the INSERT statement. Although not limited to use with
virtual foreign keys, this support allows an INSERT to contain expressions that
include operators, built-in and user-defined functions to determine the virtual
foreign key values that are used in the row insertion.

yes no

GET DIAGNOSTICS support for ROWID
The GET DIAGNOSTICS statement includes a new parameter,
IDMS_ROWID_INSERT. This parameter requests the ROWID of the last record
successfully inserted into the database. 

yes no

ISO Standard Constraint Definition DDL
The SQL CREATE TABLE command supports ISO standard DDL for defining
unique and referential constraints. This enables better integration of third
party frameworks and tools with .  creates an index to enforce the constraint if
needed.

yes no

Record Suppression Assistance
With Record Suppression Assistance, when a DB procedure suppresses a
record, for most commands  reissues the command automatically and control
does not return to the application program until a valid record is obtained.
This allows record-level security to be implemented with minimum impact on
applications.

yes no

Web Services Consumer
Web Services Consumer allows you to access SOAP-based Web services
using COBOL and  programs running within . In addition, using  SQL
procedures, you can consume Web Services from a CICS application and a
batch application, or a Java, MS Windows, or Web application using  Server.

yes no
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Web Services Provider
Web Services Provider enables users to extend and leverage  applications as
Web services that can be consumed from anywhere in your Service Oriented
Architecture. The Web Services Provider supports inbound Web service
requests that directly invoke  applications written in COBOL or  without the need
for an intermediate application server.

yes no

Generic VTAM Resources in a SYSPLEX Environment
supports Generic VTAM Resources in the SYSPLEX environment. This
enhancement and the Parallel Sysplex feature allow clients to leverage and
improve availability (24 hours a day, 7 days a week), balance workloads, and
eliminate a single point of failure. This is enabled with simple SYSGEN changes
and allows signon using a VTAM Generic Resource instead of a specific signon
to a VTAM Application ID.

yes no

Dynamically Turn zIIP On/Off
DCMT Vary zIIP dynamically enables/disables the IDMS system from using the
zIIP processor. The zIIP processor can only be varied if the SYSTEM is brought
up with ZIIP=Y.

yes no

Manually Request LOG Offloading
DCMT Vary Log calls the WTOEXIT user exit to offload the Log.

yes no

Performance Monitor SMFHEDR Parameter
The #PMOPT macro is enhanced to include the SMFHEDR parameter. This
parameter specifies if an  Performance Monitor header is appended to SMF
Type 4 and Type 30 records that are created and written to the SMF file, by the
Application Monitor component of Performance Monitor.

yes no

New SYSIDMS Parameters to Reduce zIIP Overhead
The following three new SYSIDMS parameters are added

EXIT14_BATCH_RU
Restricts the calling of EXIT14 to batch run-units.

RETRIEVAL_CV
Specifies that  will convert READY UPDATE requests to READY
RETRIEVAL when accessing an area set to RETRIEVAL mode

SUPPRESS_RECORD_ON_STATUS=
<minor code>
Identifies the custom error status minor code that an AFTER
GET DB procedure sets when suppressing a record occurrence.
This activates Record Suppression Assistance. You can
duplicate this line up to three times to support multiple minor
codes. All alphanumeric minor codes are valid, plus the numeric
code 99. Numeric codes 00-98 are reserved for  use.

yes no

Secure External Monitoring
Monitoring an external system, by the  Performance Monitor Real-time Monitor,
can now be secured using an external security manager—, , or IBM RACF.
Security external monitoring provides improved security in an environment with
multiple databases and administrators.

yes no

Enhanced Support for Very Large Databases Using Mixed Page Group
Index Sets

yes yes

Performance Monitor Realtime Monitor for External systems yes yes
UTC Time Stamps yes yes
Software Configuration Service Support yes yes
Cancel Tasks on Remote CVs yes yes
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PassTicket Support yes yes
Enhanced Installation Procedure for z/VSE yes yes

For information about upgrading from previous  versions, see Upgrade Considerations.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from  Support (login required):

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• IDMS Maintenance Solutions List (login required)

Select the product and release from this page to view the solutions list.
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Recommended Service for z/OS ()
• Broadcom Support Network Details
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from , see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate existing
environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• IUA EIUA Community

 Maintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: . This new delivery
method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire  Mainframe product maintenance over the internet
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks.

provides the following benefits:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of  maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of  Recommended and Preventive service

With , you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly. The  Order server
supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL, HOLDDATA, PTFS, and
RECOMMENDED.

WARNING

For information about using the  download option for  PTFs and HOLDDATA, see Install Maintenance.
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Upgrade Considerations
This release supports a full upgrade from Releases 18.5 and earlier. For a comparison of the features that are introduced
in each release of , see the Release Comparison.

The following topics describe upgrade information for a successful install of this release:

SQL with Virtual Foreign Keys

The following sections describe SQL considerations and required actions to upgrade to this  release:

• Update Catalogs
• Update the SYSTEM Schema
• Fallback Considerations
• Update Views

Update Catalogs

Every catalog, in which the SYSTEM schema is defined, must be updated.  SQL and  Visual DBA use SQL catalogs.

If falling back to an earlier release of , any catalog, including non-SQL defined catalogs, might require special handling.

Update the SYSTEM Schema

Visual DBA and  Web Connect users must use the CONVERT CATALOG command to update the definitions of system
tables in each SQL catalog.

Executing the CONVERT CATALOG utility ensures that all changes that are introduced in earlier  releases are applied.

Fallback Considerations

The changes that are implemented by the release 19.0.00 catalog conversion utility are downward compatible through 
Release 14.0.00. You do not need to take any action regarding the catalog definitions to fall back to these earlier releases.

WARNING

Converted definitions are not downward compatible with  Releases 12.0 or 12.01. If you are upgrading from
either of these releases, you must retain backup files of the catalog before converting it. If you must fall back,
you must restore the catalog and any database areas containing tables that were created or altered using 
Release 19.0.00.

Update Views

Views that use "SELECT * FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA" must be dropped and recreated. For detailed instructions on how
to update your views, refer to member VIEWDOC in the CAGJSAMP, or equivalent dataset.

To support the new IDMS_ROWID_INSERT parameter for GET DIAGNOSTICS, the SYSCA.GET_DIAGNOSTICS view
must be updated. Use the IDMSBCF utility to update each SQL catalog with the input in source member VIEW19U.

Web Services

Configuring the Web Services Demo is now a separate configurable option. The following tasks must be performed to
complete your installation of the  Web Services component. For detailed information about how to perform these tasks,
see the Post-Configuration Tasks topic.

Web Services Consumer Demo Service:
A Consumer Services Dialog IDMSWSDM is included with the  Web Services CV installation component. You
might want to change the port number for your system environment.
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Add-On Install SYSGEN Updates:
If  Web Services is configured as part of an add-on configuration, you must enable the reuse of your LE Enclaves
through the CV SYSTEM statement.

Upgrade from Version 18.0 and Earlier

If you upgrade to  19.0 from a release earlier than 18.5, you must take more steps to complete the upgrade. Review the
upgrade considerations in the Release Notes for each intermediate release before performing an upgrade. For example,
if you are upgrading to  19.0 from version 17.0 you must also perform steps that are outlined in the 18.0 and 19.0 release
information. For documentation regarding versions earlier than 19.0, see Legacy Bookshelves and PDFs.

Upgrade from Release 18.5 to Version 19.0

When upgrading from 18.5 to 19.0 through CAISAG,  loads only dictionary entities that are changed. The changed entities
are in the CAGJSRC dataset, member IDDXI5J0. You must load the following PTFs to get the changed entities:

• RO93158
• SO00341
• SO07404
• SO07598
• LU09971

Level Set PTFs
A Level Set PTF enables you to identify the current level of maintenance and features that are installed.

A Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all published PTFs in the release stream. Each Level Set PTF supersedes
previous Level Set PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance.

Install the Level Set PTF to more easily determine current maintenance levels for your products, as well as apply all
maintenance up to a specific modification level.

For more information about the advantages and installation of Level Set PTFs, see Apply Level Set PTF Maintenance

Level Set PTF 19.0.05 (LU10112) HOLDDATA
The following information comprises HOLDDATA for all PTFs published after Level Set 19.0.04 PTF (LU07868) up to
modification level 19.0.05 (LU10112).

When applicable, HOLDDATA for multiple PTFs is combined, to aid in the PTF application process.

LU07930, LU08009, LU08316, LU08462, LU08670, LU09039

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+  

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|USERS     |                                                           |  

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |  
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|ACCESS    |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

                      **************************                          

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                          

                      **************************                          

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility                

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                           

with the input in source members  DB001, DC200, DC360, DC390.  Please note using these           

members will result in the update of all messages contained within         

them.  You may optionally decide to only update the specific             

message(s) associated with this correction. To do this simply             

include messages DB005557, DB347051, DC208500, DC365213, DC365214, DC390027 as input to the IDMSDDDL utility.

                

                                                                          

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.                         

LU08702

                                                                

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+       

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |       

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |       

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

|PURPOSE   | Pick up changes to RHDCOESA                               |       

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

|USERS     | All users of the IDMS CV                                  |       

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |       

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

|KNOWLEDGE | Commands to bring down and start an IDMS CV               |       

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |       

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

|ACCESS    | Authority to stop and restart the IDMS CV.                |       

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |       

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

                      **************************                               

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                               

                      **************************                               

After APPLYing the APAR the IDMS CV must be stopped and then restarted         

to pick up changes to RHDCOMVS (or IDMSDC).                                    

          

                                                                   

LU09233

                                                                  

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+       

 |     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |       

 +----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

 |SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |       
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 +----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

 |PURPOSE   | To optionally enable the functionality of this PTF        |       

 +----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

 |USERS     |                                                           |       

 |AFFECTED  | All users affected by the effects of PTF RO21204          |       

 +----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

 |KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |       

 |REQUIRED  | How to add a #DEFOPTF to the RHDCOPTF module              |       

 +----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

 |ACCESS    |                                                           |       

 |REQUIRED  | Access to RHDCOPTF source and the IDMS custom loadlib     |       

 +----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+       

                       **************************                               

                       * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                               

                       **************************                               

                                                                                

         To produce a reversion of RO21204, code the following                  

                                                                                

         #DEFOPTF in your RHDCOPTF module:                                      

                                                                                

                          #DEFOPTF OPT00348                                     

                                                                                

        and link into the custom loadlib containing RHDCOPTF.     

LU09706 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+    

                       **************************                        

                       * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                       **************************                        

 After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

 to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                         

 with the input in source member UT000.  Please note using this          

 member will result in the update of all messages contained within       

 UT000.                                                                  
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 The source will be in the SMP/E CAGJSRC library.                        

                                                                         

 Included in CAGJSAMP are four procedures containing JCL to execute      

 the various steps of the ETL process. The JCL procedures allow for      

 specification of site-specific information at the top of them, to       

 reduce the amount of actual JCL modification.                           

                                                                         

   IDMSEL    IDMS EXTRACT NETWORK, IDMS LOAD NETWORK                     

   IDMSETL   IDMS EXTRACT NETWORK, TDM TRANSFORM, IDMS LOAD NETWORK      

   IDMSEX    IDMS EXTRACT NETWORK                                        

   IDMSLD    IDMS LOAD NETWORK                     

 

Level Set PTF 19.0.04 (LU07868) HOLDDATA
The following information comprises HOLDDATA for all PTFs published after Level Set 19.0.03 PTF (LU05521) up to
modification level 19.0.04 (LU07868).

When applicable, HOLDDATA for multiple PTFs is combined, to aid in the PTF application process.

  Holddata for FMID CAGJJ00    

LU05689, LU05705, LU06248, LU06557, LU07397

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                         

with the input in source members DC001, DC030, DC050, DC301, 

DC302, DC598.  Please note using these members will result 

in the update of all messages contained within them.  You 

may optionally decide to only update the specific message(s) 

associated with these corrections. To do this simply include 

message(s) DC016112, DC045021, DC045022, DC061001, DC061004, 

DC302008, DC329000, DC598605 as input to the IDMSDDDL utility.                                               
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The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.                

                                                 

                                                                    

                                                                    

LU06696

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before apply                                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Apply the required CCS fix to provide the functionaliy    |

|          | that is used by this PTF                                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | All users                                                 |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | SMP/E                                                     |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | 1. Access to CCS SMP/E environment                        |

|REQUIRED  | 2. Ability to apply and deploy fixes                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

Apply and implement the latest CCS PTF which includes the latest        

Feature Registration Service enhancements.                              

                                                                    

The PTF is found here:                                              

https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?  

aparNo=LU04487&os=z%2FOS                                            

                                                                    

                                                                    

                                                                    

                                                                    

                                                    

LU06971

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update SYSGEN definitions                                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run RHDCSGEN and IDMSDDDL in batch or          |
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|          | use SYSGEN and IDD online                                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility                     

to update your SYSTEM dictionary with the input in                      

either source member IDMSLAPI or IDMSNAPI.           

Note that IDMSLAPI is for clients who define their   

programs as "PROTECT", while IDMSNAPI is for         

clients who define their programs as "NOPROTECT".    

Use the SYSGEN utility to add the definitions        

to your SYSTEM dictionary using module               

IDMS-WEB-SERVICES-API.                               

                                                     

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.    

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

LU07643

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update user-written programs                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | All IDMS users                                            |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Updating user-written programs                            |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to compile or link user-written programs          |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                     **************************                         

                     * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                     **************************                         

      After installing this PTF, you may need to recompile or           

      link any user-written programs.                                   

      

                                                                          

 The entry point for the modules IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM have changed.      

 Previously the entry points were IDMSCOMP and IDMSDCOM but are now       

 changed to COMPEP1 and DCOMEP1.  Any user-written programs which         

 which link with IDMSDCOMP or IDMSDCOM and contain a VCON like            

 V(IDMSCOMP) or V(IDMSDCOM), will get S0C1 if they call those names.      

 The S0C1 will occur because the user program will branch to offset       

 zero in the given module.  To avoid the S0C1, any user-written           

 programs with a V(IDMSCOMP) or V(IDMSDCOM) will need to change to        
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 V(COMPEP1) or V(DCOMEP1).  Programs that load and call these             

 these programs will not need to change. 

Level Set PTF 19.0.03 (LU05521) HOLDDATA
The following information comprises HOLDDATA for all PTFs published after Level Set 19.0.02 PTF (LU02574) up to
modification level 19.0.03 (LU05521).

When applicable, HOLDDATA for multiple PTFs is combined, to aid in the PTF application process

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ00

LU03871                                                    

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before Apply                                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Increase size of SMP/E XML datasets                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | IDMS DBA or Systems programmer                            |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Creation of datasets and knowledge of IDMS SMP/E          |

|REQUIRED  | environment                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to rename, copy, and create AAGJXML and CAGJXML   |

|REQUIRED  | SMP/E datasets.                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

Before installing this PTF you must increase the size of the two     

SMP/E XML libraries as follows:                                      

                                                                     

* Rename the CAGJXML and AAGJXML libraries from your SMP/E           

  environment.                                                       

* Allocate larger replacement files. The replacement files should    

  have a primary allocation of 90 cylinders, a secondary allocation  

  of 10 cylinders, and 300 directory blocks.                         

* Copy the original members from the renamed libraries into the      

  replacement libraries.                                             

* Once this is done, you are ready to install the maintenance,       

  including this configuration PTF.                                  

          

    

LU02768, LU04910

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

                                                                        

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Reload affected modules                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | CAIRIM                                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run program CAIRIM to reload modules           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

One or more of the modules affected by this PTF must be                 

reloaded using "CAIRIM" with the refresh parameter as                   

described in the IDMS Installation guide.                        

                                                                 

Modules requiring CAIRIM refresh:                                

                                                                 

  IDMSMSVA, PMRTDATA, RHDCSSFM, CAIXDOA$                         

                                                                 

CAIRIM input cards for IDMS require that module GJJ0INIT is      

specified and the loadlib where GJJ0INIT resides must be in      

the CAIRIM job's steplib or in the LPAR's linklist. References   

in the CAIRIM cards to a previous GJxxINIT initialization module 

should be replaced with GJJ0INIT.       

LU02838                                                          

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To regenerate and reload the IDMS SVC                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All users                                                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | How to assemble the IDMS SVC                              |

|REQUIRED  | How to run the "CAIRIM" utility to reload the IDMS SVC    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Access to assemble the IDMS SVC                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to run the "CAIRIM" utility                        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                 

     The IDMS SVC must be regenerated as described in the        

     IDMS SYSTEM operations guide.  Any IDMS SVC in use on a     
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     z/OS system must be refreshed using the "CAIRIM" utility    

     as described in the IDMS Installation guide.                

       

    

LU03378

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   |                                                           |

|          |Stop and restart affected IDMS CVs                         |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

|          |All IDMS users                                             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

|          |IDMS shutdown and start commands                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

|          |Authority to issue IDMS shutdown and start commands        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                       

                      **************************                       

                                                                       

Module PMONCROL is a service driver and cannot be dynamically reloaded.

After applying the PTF, the CV must be shut down and restarted to      

load the new version.  You can shut down normally.  This may cause the 

abend to occur one last time.  Restart the CV normally.  The next time 

it is shut down the problem should not occur.                          

         

    

    

    

LU04373                                                            

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update IDMSINFO address space                             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All users that use external PERFMON                       |

|          | SYSVIEW LISTIDMS and other external products which use    |

|          | IDMSINFO PC routines to do external monitoring of IDMS    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to stop and restart IDMSINFO                      |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Authority to stop and restart IDMSINFO                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

 Apply APAR and restart IDMSINFO to activate changes.     

 

 

LU04786                                                         

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Application Dictionary(s)                          |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | General knowledge if the IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL Batch Utility                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility to update             

each Application Dictionary that is used with the Web Services feature,   

with the contents of member IDMSWAPI.                                     

                                                                          

The source member will be in the SMP/E CAGJSRC library.                   

 

 

LU02804                                                         

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update protocols                                          |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | All IDMS users                                            |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |
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|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************           

                                                           

  1. After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility   

     to update any dictionaries that are used to compile   

     COBOL programs with the source in member DLODPROT.    

                                                           

     The source will be in the SMP/E distribution source   

     library if an ACCEPT has been executed for the PTF    

     and in the SMPMTS library if an APPLY has been        

     executed but no ACCEPT has been executed.             

                                                           

     Use SET OPT DEFAULT ON to avoid a RC=8. Optionally,   

     one can update only the IDMS-STATUS copy member for   

     versions 11, 13, 14, which are updated by this APAR.  

                                           

 

LU02660, LU02793, LU05106                                                           

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | Update Reports                                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                       **************************                         

 After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility               

 to update the dictionary which contains reports, normally                

 the SYSDIRL dictionary, with the input in source members:                 

 

DRPT008                                                             

DRPT009                                                             

DRPT010                                                             

DRPT020                                                             

DRPT024                                                             

DRPT025                                                             

DRPT038                                                             
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DRPT039                                                             

DRPT059                                                             

DRPT078                                                             

DRPT079      

JRPT001    

PMARPT00

PMARPT97

SSKTUTOR                                                             

                                                                          

 The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.    

 

 

    

    

LU03104, LU03305, LU03331                                                         

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                   

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility         

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                    

with the input in source members DB001, DC001, DC200, UT000. Please 

note using these members will result in the update of all messages

contained within them.  You may optionally decide to only update the 

specific message(s) associated with these corrections. To do this simply         

include the following messages as input to the IDMSDDDL utility.

DB006061

DC016100

DC200287

UT000002

UT004001

                                                                   

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.                  

                      

 

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ01
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LU03872

                                                       

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     IDMS/DB                                         Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before Apply                                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Increase size of SMP/E XML datasets                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | IDMS DBA or Systems programmer                            |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Creation of datasets and knowledge of IDMS SMP/E          |

|REQUIRED  | environment                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to rename, copy, and create AAGJXML and CAGJXML   |

|REQUIRED  | SMP/E datasets.                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                   

Before installing this PTF you must increase the size of the two   

SMP/E XML libraries as follows:                                    

                                                                   

* Rename the CAGJXML and AAGJXML libraries from your SMP/E         

  environment.                                                     

* Allocate larger replacement files. The replacement files should  

  have a primary allocation of 90 cylinders, a secondary allocation

  of 10 cylinders, and 300 directory blocks.                       

* Copy the original members from the renamed libraries into the    

  replacement libraries.                                           

* Once this is done, you are ready to install the maintenance,     

  including this configuration PTF.     

 

Level Set PTF 19.0.02 (LU02574) HOLDDATA
The following information comprises HOLDDATA for all PTFs published after Level Set 19.0.01 PTF (SO10358) up to
modification level 19.0.02 (LU02574).

When applicable, HOLDDATA for multiple PTFs is combined, to aid in the PTF application process.

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ00

LU00020, SO14305, SO14627, SO15370                                                                           

           

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |                                     

            

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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|PURPOSE   | Reload affected modules                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | CAIRIM                                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run program CAIRIM to reload modules           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

One or more of the modules affected by this PTF must be                 

reloaded using "CAIRIM" with the refresh parameter as                   

described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                            

                                                                        

Modules requiring CAIRIM refresh:                                       

                                                                        

  IDMSMSVA, PMRTDATA, RHDCSSFM, CAIXDOA$                                

                                                                        

CAIRIM input cards for CA IDMS require that module GJJ0INIT is          

specified and the loadlib where GJJ0INIT resides must be in             

the CAIRIM job's steplib or in the LPAR's linklist. References          

in the CAIRIM cards to a previous GJxxINIT initialization module        

should be replaced with GJJ0INIT.      

       

       

LU00042, LU00045, SO10249, SO10839                             

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To regenerate and reload the IDMS SVC                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All users                                                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | How to assemble the IDMS SVC                              |

|REQUIRED  | How to run the "CAIRIM" utility to reload the IDMS SVC    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Access to assemble the IDMS SVC                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to run the "CAIRIM" utililty                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

       The CA IDMS SVC must be regenerated as described in the          

       IDMS SYSTEM operations guide.  Any IDMS SVC in use on a          
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       z/OS system must be refreshed using the "CAIRIM" utility         

              as described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                

                                                                      

   "CAIRIM" card input used to refresh the IDMS SVC for 19.0:         

                                                                      

  PRODUCT(CAGJJ0) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SVC=xxx)) 

  

  

LU00020, SO13345, SO14627                                                                                    

                    

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update IDMSINFO address space                             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All users that use external PERFMON                       |

|          | SYSVIEW LISTIDMS and other external products which use    |

|          | IDMSINFO PC routines to do external monitoring of IDMS    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to stop and restart IDMSINFO                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Authority to stop and restart IDMSINFO                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

 Apply APAR and restart IDMSINFO to activate changes.      

 

LU00027 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Application Dictionary(s)                          |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | General knowledge if the IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL Batch Utility                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        
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                      **************************                                            

After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility to update           

each Application Dictionary that is used with the Web Services feature, 

with the contents of members IDMSNAPI and\or IDMSPAPI.                  

                                                       

The source member will be in the SMP/E CAGJSRC library.

LU00620, LU00660, LU00877, LU01120, SO10753, SO11091, SO13172, SO13926, SO15611 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |                                     

                     

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages.                                          |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users.                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary.                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online.       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                         

with the input in source member ABEND002, DB001, DC001, DC200, DC258,

DC601, UT000. Please note using this member will result in the update 

of all messages contained within them. You may optionally decide to

only update the specific message(s) associated with these corrections. 

To do this simply include the following messages as input to the 

IDMSDDDL utility.

ABND3951 

DB001110

DB001111

DB001112

DB002113

DB002129

DC015008

DC015009

DC015010

DC015011

DC015012

DC015013

DC015014

DC015015
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DC015016

DC015017

DC015018

DC015019

DC015020

DC015021

DC016007

DC016008

DC200286

DC215997

DC215998

DC274019

DC274926

DC601272

DC601273

UT014006 

                                         

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.            

SO09172, SO09336

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+                                     

                          

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Reports                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All CULPRIT users running Performance Monitor reports     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

to update the dictionary which contains reports, normally               

the SYSDIRL dictionary, with the input in source members                

PMARPT00, PMARPT01, PMARPT03, PMARPT05, PMARPT07, PMARPT09, PMARPT10,             

PMARPT12, PMARPT13, PMARPT14, PMARPT15, and PMARPT16.       

                                                            

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.           

                                                               

                            *************                      

                            * IMPORTANT *                      
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                            *************                      

                                                               

     SO06628 includes an updated #PMTASDS.  The PMARPT00 in    

     SO06628 and SO09172 should not be used to process LOG    

     archive files created before PTF SO06628 was applied.     

                                                               

SO08599

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To optionally enable the functionality of this PTF        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | CICS system administrators                                |

|AFFECTED  | Users needing DML or SQL tracing for a CICS program       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Use of SYSIDMS parameters                                 |

|REQUIRED  | Use of CICS DFHCSDUP facility                             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Access to CICS JCL or a SYSIDMS dataset                   |

|REQUIRED  | Access to CICS CSD datasets                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

   To enable the functionality of this PTF, whenever DMLTRACE=ON or     

   SQLTRACE=ON is specified in SYSIDMS for a CICS, also include the     

   parameter IDMSIN01_ONLY. No DML or SQL tracing will occur unless     

      a program using the CA IDMS CICS interface calls IDMSIN01 with a 

   request to activate tracing.                                     

                                                                    

   The following Transient Data Queue (TDQUEUE) must be defined and 

   opened for any DML or SQL tracing to occur:                      

                                                                    

                 DEFINE   TDQUEUE(DBUG)                             

                          GROUP(IDMSGRP)                            

                          TYPE(EXTRA)                               

                          DDNAME(DEBUG)                             

                          BLOCKSIZE(1024)                           

                          RECORDSIZE(1020)                          

                          RECORDFORMAT(VARIABLE)                    

                          BLOCKFORMAT(UNBLOCKED)                    

                          OPENTIME(DEFERRED)                        

                          ERROROPTION(IGNORE)                       

                          TYPEFILE(OUTPUT)                          

                          DISPOSITION(SHR)                          

                          DATABUFFERS(1)                            

                                                                    

   Distributed CICSCSD member in CAGJSAMP contains this definition. 
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   The Transient Data Queue can be opened at CICS startup by use of 

   OPENTIME(INITIAL). If OPENTIME(DEFERRED) is used, the queue must 

   be manually opened via CEMT INQ TD(DBUG).                        

                                                                    

                                                                    

                    

SO10396                    

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Recreate SREPORT 099 output                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | All IDMS users                                            |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | How to run the SREPORTS with                              |

|REQUIRED  | CA IDMS Culprit                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to run CA IDMS Culprit                            |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After applying this APAR, any output file                               

that has been created by SREPORT 099 under                              

release 19.0 must be recreated to correct                               

the datetime stamps.  Execute the Culprit                               

jcl that runs SREPORT 099.    

SO11594

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+                                      

                                 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before Apply                                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Contact 3rd party vendors                                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users of 3rd party products                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Any 3rd party products used with IDMS                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | None                                                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

This is a list of known vendors that have hooked the IDMS vectors. Users

of these products should contact the vendor before installing PTF SO11594. 

Cogito                                                                  

-  EZ-DB product suite             

Rocket Software                    

-  OCA                             

-  Shadow z/Services  for IDMS     

-  SYSLINK                         

SO12693, SO12811  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+                

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Refresh CA IDMS User Macro File within CA Development     |

|          | Environment for z Systems or IBM Developer for z Systems  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | All IDMS users using CA Development Environment for z     |

|AFFECTED  | Systems or IBM Developer for z Systems                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Applying User Macro Files within CA Development           |

|REQUIRED  | Environment for z Systems or IBM Developer for z Systems  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Applying User Macro Files within CA Development           |

|REQUIRED  | Environment for z Systems or IBM Developer for z Systems  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, each user of CA Development Environment for  

z Systems or IBM Developer for z Systems should update the CA IDMS      

User Macro File in the HLAsm Parser preferences and/or Property Groups. 

                                                                      

   1. Download IDMSUMAC to a local drive, optionally replacing the    

      prior version of IDMSUMAC.dat file saved                        

   2. If you overwrote the existing file, from within the IDE, you may

      open a file that uses the IDMSUMAC User Macro File.  Right-click

      and select option to "Reload User Macros File".                 

                                                                      

      If you saved a new version of the file to a local drive, you    

      must update the HLAsm Parser preferences and/or Property        

      Groups that use the CA IDMS User Macro file.                    

                                                                      

      1.  Locate the User Macro file                                  

      2.  Click Manage                                                

      3.  Update file location where the new IDMSUMAC.dat resides     
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SO14636                  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+                                      

                                 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Start with fresh journals                                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All Native VSAM users that store or erase KSDS records    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Journal utilities and DCMT commands                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to run Archive Journal                            |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to shutdown CV                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF:                                              

KSDS VSAM files should be reviewed for accuracy.                        

CV's that update KSDS VSAM files should be shutdown,                    

Their journals archived and formatted.                                  

Existing journal data can be used for analysis but should not be used

for recovery if it contains invalid images for store or erase.       

                

SO09820, SO12292, SO15100          

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | CA IDMS Systems Administrators                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Use of the batch or online SYSGEN compiler                | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Access to the batch or online SYSGEN compiler             | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                      **************************                         

                                                                         

    After installing this PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN        
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    online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following definitions:       

                                                                         

                                                                         

    ADD PROGRAM RHDCGNC4         

        CONCURRENT               

        NODYNAMIC                

        DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0      

        ENABLED                  

        ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5     

        ISA SIZE IS 0            

        LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER    

        MPMODE IS SYSTEM         

        NOMAINLINE               

        MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON   

        NEW COPY IS ENABLED      

        OVERLAYABLE              

        PROGRAM                  

        NOPROTECT                

        REENTRANT                

        NONRESIDENT              

        REUSABLE                 

        SAVEAREA                 

        .                        

                                 

    ADD PROGRAM RHDCDSEI         

        CONCURRENT               

        NODYNAMIC                

        DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0      

        ENABLED                  

        ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5     

        ISA SIZE IS 0            

        LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER    

        MPMODE IS SYSTEM         

        NOMAINLINE               

        MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON   

        NEW COPY IS ENABLED      

        OVERLAYABLE              

        PROGRAM                  

        NOPROTECT                

        REENTRANT                

        NONRESIDENT              

        REUSABLE                 

        SAVEAREA                 

        .                        

     ADD PROGRAM RHDCMTFS                                            

         CONCURRENT                                                  

         NODYNAMIC                                                   

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0                                         

         ENABLED                                                     

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5                                        

         ISA SIZE IS 0                                               

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                                       
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         MPMODE IS SYSTEM                                            

         NOMAINLINE                                                  

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON                                      

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED                                         

         OVERLAYABLE                                                 

         PROGRAM                                                     

         NOPROTECT                                                   

         REENTRANT                                                   

         NONRESIDENT                  

         REUSABLE                     

         SAVEAREA                     

         .                            

     ADD PROGRAM RHDCSMON             

         CONCURRENT                   

         NODYNAMIC                    

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0          

         ENABLED                      

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5         

         ISA SIZE IS 0                

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER        

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM             

         NOMAINLINE                   

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON       

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED          

         OVERLAYABLE                  

         PROGRAM                      

         NOPROTECT                    

         REENTRANT                    

         NONRESIDENT                  

         REUSABLE                  

         SAVEAREA                  

         .                         

     ADD PROGRAM RHDCSCON          

         CONCURRENT                

         NODYNAMIC                 

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0       

         ENABLED                   

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5      

         ISA SIZE IS 0             

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER     

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM          

         NOMAINLINE                

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON    

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED       

         OVERLAYABLE               

         PROGRAM                   

         NOPROTECT                 

         REENTRANT                 

         NONRESIDENT               

         REUSABLE                  

         SAVEAREA                                                  

         .                                                         

     ADD TASK *STGMON*                                             
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         ENABLED                                                   

         INTERNAL                                                  

         EXTERNAL WAIT IS SYSTEM                                   

         INACTIVE INTERVAL IS SYSTEM                               

         INVOKES PROGRAM RHDCSMON                                  

         INPUT                                                     

         NOMAP                                                     

         ON COMMIT SYSTEM                                          

         ON ROLLBACK CONTINUE SYSTEM                               

         PRINT KEY IS SYSTEM                                       

         PRIORITY IS 100                                           

         RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS SYSTEM PROGRAM IS SYSTEM     

         SAVE                                                      

         LOCATION IS ANY                                           

         STORAGE LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                   

         LOCK LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                      

         CALL LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                      

         DBIO LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                      

         MAXIMUM CONCURRENT THREADS IS 1                          

         AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD IS DEFAULT                    

         PROTOCOL IS DEFRESP                                      

         QUIESCE WAIT IS SYSTEM                                   

         TRANSACTION SHARING IS SYSTEM                            

         .                                                        

     ADD TASK SMON                                                

         ENABLED                                                  

         EXTERNAL                                                 

         EXTERNAL WAIT IS SYSTEM                                  

         INACTIVE INTERVAL IS SYSTEM                              

         INVOKES PROGRAM RHDCSCON                                 

         INPUT                                                    

         NOMAP                                                    

         ON COMMIT SYSTEM                                         

         ON ROLLBACK CONTINUE SYSTEM                              

         PRINT KEY IS SYSTEM                                      

         PRIORITY IS 100                                          

         RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS SYSTEM PROGRAM IS SYSTEM    

         SAVE                                                     

         LOCATION IS ANY                                          

         STORAGE LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                   

         LOCK LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                      

         CALL LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                      

         DBIO LIMIT IS SYSTEM                                      

         MAXIMUM CONCURRENT THREADS IS OFF                         

         AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD IS DEFAULT                     

         PROTOCOL IS DEFRESP                                       

         QUIESCE WAIT IS SYSTEM                                    

         TRANSACTION SHARING IS SYSTEM                             

         .                                                         

SO12008                                                                           
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+                                      

                                 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Describe how to use the program provided by this PTF      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users maintaining batch job streams accessing an IDMS CV  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Knowledge of JCL and the COND parameter                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to IDMS load libraries, and SYSCTL files           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                       *************************                      |

|                       *  PROGRAM INFORMATION  *                      |

|                       *************************                      |

|                                                                      |

|          This PTF includes a batch program called IDMSCVUP.          |

|          It checks if a Central Version is up. If the CV is          |

|          up, the return code will be 0, 4 if not up, and if          |

|          a problem occurs accessing the SYSCTL file, a code          |

|          of 8 is returned. JCL to execute IDMSCVUP follows:          |

|                                                                      |

|              //ASM      EXEC PGM=IDMSCVUP                            |

|              //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                |

|              //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR               |

|              //SYSCTL   DD   DSN=sysctl.file,DISP=SHR                |

|              //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                |

|              //                                                      |

|                                                                      |

|          The COND parameter may be used in subsequent steps          |

|          to conditionally bypass execution of the job step.          |

|                                                                      |

|                                                                      |

|                                                                      |                                      

                                 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ01

SO12009

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS CICS Support                            Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Administrators of IDMS CICS interfaces and IDMS systems   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Creation of IDMS CICS interface modules                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to IDMS libraries                                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      *    STEPS TO PERFORM    *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

     PTFs SO06628 and SO06629 add a CICS UOWID and Network-wide         

     ID to Performance Monitor's SMF230 job termination records.        

     

                                                                   

     The UOWID PTFs did not include a way to disable the feature.  

                                                                   

     This PTF adds a new parm to CICSOPT and IDMSINTL interfaces.  

                                                                   

     The parameter added is 'UOWID=NO|YES'. 'NO' is the default.   

                                                                   

                            **************                         

                            * IMPORTANT! *                         

                            **************                         

                                                                   

     After applying this PTF, 'UOWID=YES' must now be specified    

     for UOWID values to appear in Performance Monitor's SMF230.   

                                                                   

     Existing IDMSINTC and IDMSINTL interfaces are not affected.   

                                                                   

     However, the next time CICSOPT/IDMSINTL are assembled, this   

     parameter must be included in the assembly or production of   

     CICS UOW ID information in the SMF230 records will now stop. 

Level Set PTF 19.0.01 (SO10358) HOLDDATA
The following information comprises HOLDDATA for all PTFs published after the 19.0.01 GA PAX file up to modification
level 19.0.01 (SO10358). HOLDDATA for multiple PTFs has been combined, when applicable, to aid in the PTF
application process.

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ00

RO90707, RO92187, RO92366, RO93431, RO93622, RO93872, RO94367, RO95076, RO95151, RO97690, RO97807, RO98991,

 RO98995, SO00802, SO04477, SO04635, SO06940, SO07788, SO08356                                                

                          

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility        

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area with the input                

in source members  ABEND001, DB001, DC030, DC090, DC170, DC200, 

DC258, DC301, DC400, DC601, and UT000.  Please note using these 

members will result in the update of all messages contained within 

them.  You may optionally decide to only update the specific     

message(s) associated with this correction. To do this simply     

include the following messages as input to the IDMSDDDL utility.   

ABND1155

ABND1193

DB001108

DB001109

DB007002

DB347060

DC040107

DC091005

DC170106

DC200281

DC205032

DC215997

DC215998

DC261910

DC283918

DC283919

DC302006 

DC302007

DC410011                          

DC601271

UT003039

UT014005

                            

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.      
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RO92672, RO93102, RO97013, RO97259, RO98392                                                             

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+  

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|PURPOSE   | Update Reports                                            |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|USERS     |                                                           |  

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|ACCESS    |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

                      **************************                          

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                          

                      **************************                          

                                                            

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility  

to update the dictionary which contains reports, normally   

the SYSDIRL dictionary, with the input in source members  

PMARPT00

PMARPT02

PMARPT21  

SRPT000                                                     

SRPT001 

SRPT004                                                    

SRPT005                                                     

SRPT006                                                     

SRPT007                                                     

SRPT008                                                     

SRPT009                                                     

SRPT010                                                     

SRPT011                                                     

SRPT012                                                     

SRPT013                                                     

SRPT014                                                     

SRPT015                                                     

SRPT016                                                     

SRPT017                                                     

SRPT018                                                     

SRPT019          

SRPT020

SRPT021  

SRPT022                                          
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RO92927

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | Recreate SREPORT 099 output                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS Users                                            | 

                                                                         

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE | How to run the SREPORTS with                              | 

|REQUIRED  | CA IDMS Culprit                                           | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    |                                                           | 

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run CA IDMS Culprit                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                      **************************                         

                                                                         

After applying this APAR, any output file                                

that has been created by SREPORT 099 under  

release 19.0 must be recreated to correct   

the datetime stamps.  Execute the Culprit   

jcl that runs SREPORT 099.  

RO93849                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update System SYSGEN                                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users of the DMLO product in Central Version              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to regnerate System SYSGEN definitions            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the SYSGEN compiler                             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        
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              After installing this maintenance, the SYSGEN   

              compiler should be used to update the program   

              statement for USDTPIF2 in any Central Version   

              SYSGEN where the DMLO product is utilized, to   

              specify SAVEAREA.    

                                                                                                             

                                                              

RO96807, RO98392, SO04083, SO05694, SO09376

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Reload affected modules                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | CAIRIM                                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run program CAIRIM to reload modules           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************    

This PTF affects the CA IDMS SVC.  After applying  

this APAR, special action must be taken.  Any      

CA IDMS SVC that was created outside of SMP/E      

must be regenerated as described in the System     

Operations Guide.  

                      

One or more of the modules affected by this PTF must be          

reloaded using "CAIRIM" with the refresh parameter as            

described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                     

                                                                 

Modules requiring CAIRIM refresh:                                

                                                                 

  IDMSMSVA, PMRTDATA, RHDCSSFM, CAIXDOA$                         

                                                                 

CAIRIM input cards for CA IDMS require that module GJJ0INIT is   

specified and the loadlib where GJJ0INIT resides must be in      

the CAIRIM job's steplib or in the LPAR's linklist. References   

in the CAIRIM cards to a previous GJxxINIT initialization module 

should be replaced with GJJ0INIT.    
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RO90721, RO98452

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Perform steps to enable the functionality of this PTF     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users issuing remote task cancels in Central Versions     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | CA IDMS Product Administration                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Operator console, DCMT commands, update access to IDD     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

    To enable the functionality of this PTF, perform the following:     

                                                                          

       1. Stop IDMSINFO, Start IDMSINFO                                   

               .Operator's console commands:                              

                   STOP IDMSINFO                                          

                   S IDMSINFO,REUSASID=YES                                

                                                                          

       2. Add a message to SYSMSG dictionaries in Central Versions        

               .Central Version commands:                                 

                   DCUF SET UPLOW                                         

                   DCMT VARY AREA SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG UPDATE                  

                   IDD                                                    

               .Copy the following message text, paste into IDD:          

                                                                          

          ADD                                                             

          MESSAGE NAME IS DC027013                                        

              MESSAGE SEVERITY IS 0                                       

              TEXT LINE IS 1                                              

                  SEVERITY IS 0                                           

                  DESTINATION IS LOG                                      

                  DESTINATION IS OPERATOR                                 

                  MESSAGE IS                                              

                      'T&$0 TASK:&$4 PROG:&$5 cancel issued by &01'  

          DEFINITION                                                 

            'DC027013   TASK:  <TASK-CODE> PROG:  <PROGRAM-NAME>'    

          - ' cancel issued by <USERID> node <NODE>'                 

          - ' '                                                      

          - 'A remote cancel was issued for the named task. The '    

          - 'issuing userid and origin of the cancel are included. ' 

          - 'This message precedes a DC027007 with abend code MTTA.' 
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          COMMENTS                                                   

            'MODULE = RHDCPCTL'                                      

          - 'ADDITIONAL INFORMATION...'                              

          - ' '                                                      

          - ' '                                                      

          .                                                          

                                                                     

       3. Vary two modules new copy, or cycle Central Versions       

               .DCMT commands to vary new copy:                      

                   DCMT VARY PROGRAM PMRTDATD NEW COPY ENA           

                   DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCPCTL NEW COPY ENA    

                   DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                          

                     

RO99577                                                  

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To safely enable the functionality of this PTF            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All users utilizing CA Endevor/DB-monitored dictionaries  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | CA IDMS product administration                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to DCMT commands, NDVRRSET and NDVRINIT task codes |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                       

      The following is required to safely enable the functionality     

      of this PTF. CA Endevor/DB must be shut down before NDVRIOPS     

      is refreshed. Either method listed below can accomplish this:    

                                                                       

      1.  If no users are actively updating monitored dictionaries,    

          with no possibility of CA Endevor/DB auto-booting:           

                                                                       

          Issue task code NDVRRSET to shut down CA Endevor/DB          

          Issue OPER WA AC TA to ensure NDVRxxxx tasks have ended      

          Issue DCMT VARY PROGRAM NDVRIOPS NEW COPY ENA                

          Issue task code NDVRINIT to restart CA Endevor/DB            

                                                                       

                                                                       

      2.  Cycle the Central Version                                    
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RO92573

RO94476

RO99627

SO08156

SO01578

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+   

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|SEQUENCE  | Before Apply                                              |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|PURPOSE   | Enable the use of optional functionality                  |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|USERS     |                                                           |   

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users making use of Optional apars               |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|KNOWLEDGE | SMP/E, Assemble #DEFOPTF macro, and/or ability to change  |   

|REQUIRED  | SYSIDMS parameters and perform SYSGEN modification        |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

|ACCESS    |  CA IDMS CSI and libraries, CA IDMS Startup JCL, SYSGEN   |   

|REQUIRED  |  compiler                                                 |   

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+   

                      **************************                           

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                           

                      **************************                

                                                                

To implement the functionality introduced by this PTF you will  

need to Code the following #DEFOPTF in your RHDCOPTF module     

and then re-assemble and link the RHDCOPTF module.              

                                                                

         Code the following #DEFOPTF in your RHDCOPTF           

         module to activate this optional code:                 

                                                                

            #DEFOPTF OPT00344   

            #DEFOPTF OPT00345            

            #DEFOPTF OPT00346

            #DEFOPTF OPT00347

                                                                

SO00360

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update CA IDMS SVC and Reports                            |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS Users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

             1. After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL      

                utility to update the dictionary which contains         

                reports, normally the SYSDIRL dictionary, with the     

                input in source member PMARPT00.                       

                                                                       

                The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.      

                                                                       

                                                                       

                      **************************                       

                      *         NOTICE         *                       

                      **************************                       

                                                                       

             1. SMF data that was created while PTF #RO98392 was in    

                effect will be incompatible with SMF data generated    

                after this fix is applied and should be kept separate. 

                This fix restores the layout of the SMF data to it     

                previous state and is compatible with CA-MICS.         

                                                                       

++HOLD (SO00511) SYSTEM FMID(CAGJJ00)                                   

  REASON (ACTION )   DATE (18145)                                       

  COMMENT (                                                             

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To reassemble the IDMS Tools SVC Exit                     |

|          | To regenerate and reload the IDMS SVC                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     | CA IDMS Task Analyzer users monitoring CICS systems       |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | How to assemble the IDMS Tools SVC Exit                   |

|REQUIRED  | How to assemble the IDMS SVC                              |

|          | How to run the "CAIRIM" utility to reload the IDMS SVC    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Access to assemble the IDMS Tools SVC Exit                |
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|REQUIRED  | Access to assemble the IDMS SVC                           |

|          | Access to run the "CAIRIM" utililty                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                     

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                     

                      **************************                     

                                                                     

     This PTF updates the CA IDMS Tools SVC Exit macro #GSISVCX.     

                                                                     

     To assemble the macro use CAGJSAMP member GSISVCX as input:     

                                                                     

     //SYSIN     DD *                                                

              PRINT OFF                                              

              COPY #GSISVCX                                          

              PRINT ON                                               

     GSISVCX  IDMSSVCX                                               

              END                                                    

     /*                                                              

                                                                     

     GSISVCX should be linked when regenerating the IDMS SVC:        

                                                                     

     //SYSIN    DD *                                                 

      INCLUDE <#SVCOPT object>                                       

      INCLUDE CAGJLOAD(IDMSMSVC)                                     

      INCLUDE custlib(GSISVCX)  <-- CA IDMS Tools SVC Extension     

      ENTRY   IGCxxx                                                      

      NAME    IGCxxx(R)                                                   

     /*                                                                   

                                                                          

     The CA IDMS SVC must be regenerated as described in the              

     IDMS SYSTEM operations guide. Any CA IDMS CV in use on a             

     z/OS system must be refreshed using the "CAIRIM" utility             

     as described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                      

                                                                          

     "CAIRIM" card input used to refresh the IDMS SVC for 19.0:           

                                                                          

     PRODUCT(CAGJJ0) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SVC=xxx))  

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                                

SO06075

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Application Dictionary(s)                          |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |
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|REQUIRED  | General knowledge of the IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL Batch Utility                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility to update           

each Application Dictionary that is used with the Web Services feature, 

with the contents of member IDMSCAPI.                                   

                                                                        

The source will be in the SMP/E CAGJSAMP library.                       

                                                                        

             

             

                                                  

++HOLD (SO06628) SYSTEM FMID(CAGJJ00)                                    

  REASON (ACTION )   DATE (19071)                                        

  COMMENT (                                                              

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | Reload affected modules                                   | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     |                                                           | 

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE | CAIRIM                                                    | 

|REQUIRED  | How to update definitions in the dictionary               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    | Ability to run program CAIRIM to reload modules           | 

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL utility                           | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *      

                                                                       

    The CA IDMS SVC must be regenerated as described in the            

    IDMS SYSTEM operations guide. Any CA IDMS CV in use on a           

    z/OS system must be refreshed using the "CAIRIM" utility           

    as described in the CA IDMS Installation guide.                    

                                                                       

    "CAIRIM" card input used to refresh the IDMS SVC for 19.0:         

                                                                       

    PRODUCT(CAGJJ0) VERSION(GJJ0) INIT(GJJ0INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SVC=xxx))

                                                                       

    After installing this PTF, use the IDMSDDDL utility to             

    update PMARPT00 in the dictionary containing PERFMON               

    reports, which is typically the SYSDIRL dictionary. The            

    updated PMARPT00 source will be in the CAGJSRC library.            
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    Programs using #PMTASDS, #PMS30DS, or #PMSVXDS need to             

    be reassembled.                                                    

                                                                       

    In addition to this PTF, PTF ST06629 must be applied.              

                                                                      

+---------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                      

    #PMTASDS TASVER# will be TASVER3 after applying this PTF.         

                                                                      

    TASVER#  DS    X                   RECORD VERSION                 

    TASVER3  EQU   3                   ..VERSION 3                    

                                                                      

    #PMTASDS has 3 new fields; 2 for CICS ERUS, 1 for UCFCICS.        

                                                                      

    For a TASTTYPE of TAS$CICS for CICS ERUS, the fields are          

    TASCUOW and TASCNETN. TASCUOW is an 8 byte binary field           

    comprising the UOWID. The first 6 bytes are derived from          

    the system clock.  The last two bytes are a period count.         

    These areas have been redefined as TASCUOWI and TASCUOWS.         

    The TASCUOWI field will remain constant for the life of           

    the unit of work.  The period count can change, and may           

    be of less value in analyzing a unit of work across the           

    network.                                                          

                                                                      

    TASCUOW  DS    0XL8                ..CICS UOW                     

    TASCUOWI DS    XL6                 ..CICS UOW ID         

    TASCUOWS DS    XL2                 ..CICS UOW SEQ        

                                                             

    TASCNETN is the network-wide UOW ID.  TASCNETN, used in  

    conjunction with TASCUOW or TASUOWI, uniquely identifies 

    a unit of work in the network.                           

                                                             

    TASCNETN DS    CL20                ..CICS NETWORK UOW ID 

                                                             

    TASCUOW and TASCNETN contain values found in CICS SMF110 

    fields NETUOWSX and NETUOWPX, respectively.  Consult IBM 

    documentation for more information about these 2 fields. 

                                                             

                                                             

    For a TASTTYPE of TAS$ONLN, UCF CICS tasks will contain  

    data in the TASDNETN field. This field contains a local  

    CICS NETNAME, consisting of a 4 character CICS name and  

    a 4 character terminal name.                             

                                                             

    Unlike DML, SQL, and resynchronization tasks that appear 

    as CICS ERUS, UCF tasks appear as ONLINE. The nature of  

    UCF communication causes a UOWID to change each time the            

    SVC is entered, and is deemed to be of little value. The            

    NETNAME is included to identify the CICS and the terminal.          

                                                                        

    TASDNETN DS    CL8                 ..UCFCICS NETNAME                
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    For batch and other non-CICS tasks entering the IDMS SVC,           

    these fields will contain low-values.                               

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                                                        

    #PMS30DS has 2 new fields for the UOWID and Network-wide ID.        

    These fields are in the IDENTIFICATION SECTION, contain the         

    same content as TASCNETN and TASCUOW above, and are present         

    for all CICS tasks.                                                 

                                                                        

    SMF30NET DS    CL20                CICS NETWORK UOW ID              

    SMF30UOW DS    XL8                 CICS UOW ID                      

                                                                        

    SMF30NET and SMF30UOW contain values found in CICS SMF110           

    fields NETUOWPX and NETUOWSX, respectively.                         

                                                                        

    For batch and other non-CICS tasks entering the IDMS SVC,           

    these fields will contain low-values.                               

                                                                        

    SMF30 data produced prior to the application of the PTF may         

    not be entirely compatible with this DSECT. The following           

    fields were shifted +2 bytes to accommodate space concerns          

    in this section, needed to maintain the SMF record length.          

                                                                        

    SMF30IPA DS    XL16                IP address (binary)              

             ORG   SMF30IPA                                             

    SMF30IP4 DS    XL4                 IP V4 addr (binary)              

             ORG   SMF30IPA                                             

    SMF30IP6 DS    XL16                IP V6 addr (binary)              

                                                                        

    These fields used to be at +128, and are now at +12A.               

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                                                         

    #PMSVXDS, the PERFORMANCE MONITOR ERE EXTENSION, contains 2          

    new fields to populate the #PMTASDS and #PMS30DS SMF fields.         

                                                                         

    PMXCUOWI DS    CL8                 CICS UOW ID                       

    PMXCNETN DS    CL20                CICS NETWORK UOW ID               

                                                                         

    These fields are updated by the IDMS SVC.                            

                                                                         

                                                                         

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

       

           

SO07073

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     | 
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|PURPOSE   | To optionally activate the functionality of this PTF      | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|USERS     | Users accessing CA IDMS Central Version from an external  | 

|AFFECTED  | system                                                    | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|KNOWLEDGE | Use of the SYSGEN compiler                                | 

|REQUIRED  | JCL modification                                          | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

|ACCESS    | Access to the SYSGEN compiler                             | 

|REQUIRED  | Access to the Central Version JCL, or the SYSIDMS file    | 

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                      **************************                         

                                                                 

      In order to activate the functionality of this PTF, either 

      the Central Version SYSGEN must be updated, or the SYSIDMS 

      parameter file or SYSIDMS in-line JCL must be updated. The 

      Central Version should be cycled.                          

                                                                 

      SYSGEN SYSTEM parameter:  ERUS FETCH PROTECT IS OFF        

                                                                 

      SYSIDMS file  parameter:  ERUS_FETCH_PROTECT_OFF           

                                                                 

                                                                 

++HOLD (SO07191) SYSTEM FMID(CAGJJ00)                                   

  REASON (ACTION )   DATE (19086)                                       

  COMMENT (                                                             

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before Apply                                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update CSI DDDEFS                                         |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | SMP/E                                                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run GIMSMP against the IDMS CSI                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

Change GLOBALHLQ to your HLQ for the IDMS SMP environment.  
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Change IBMHLQ to the HLQ for your IBM MQ datasets.          

                                                            

//xxxxxx  JOB .....                                         

//*                                                         

//DDDEFS1 EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,PARM='DATE=U',REGION=0M           

//SMPCSI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GLOBALHLQ.CSI                    

//SMPHOLD  DD DUMMY                                         

//SMPLOG   DD DUMMY                                         

//SMPCNTL  DD *                                             

  SET BDY(CAIT18) .              /* SET TO TARGET ZONE */   

  UCLIN .                                                   

    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */       

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                              

      SHR                                                   

      .                                                     

    ENDUCL.                                                 

  SET BDY(CAID18) .              /* SET TO DLIB ZONE */     

  UCLIN .                                                   

    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */       

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                              

      SHR                                                               

      .                                                                 

    ENDUCL.                                                             

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                    

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                    

                      **************************                    

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility          

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                     

with the input in source member DC090, DC258, and DC301. Please     

note using these members will result in the update of all messages  

contained within DC090, DC258, and DC301. You may optionally        

decide to only update the specific message(s) associated with       

this correction. To do this simply include message(s) DC131000,     

DC131001, DC131002, DC131003, DC131004, DC131005, DC131006,         

DC131007, DC131008, DC131009, DC131010, DC131011, DC131012,         
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DC131013, DC131014, DC131015, DC131016, DC131017, DC131018,         

DC131019, DC131020, DC131021, DC131022, DC131023, DC131024,         

DC131025, DC131026, DC131027, DC131028, DC131029, DC131030,         

DC131998, DC131999, DC267017, DC268014, DC268015, DC268016,         

DC301094, DC301096 as input to the IDMSDDDL utility.                

                                                                    

The source will be in the SMP/E  CAGJSRC library.                

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Dictionary                                         |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

to update your SYSTEM dictionary with the input in source member        

DLODDCDV.                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Dictionary and SYSGEN Definitions                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in SYSGEN                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run RHDCSGEN in batch or use SYSGEN online     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        
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After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility              

to update your SYSTEM dictionary with the input in source member        

DLODCVM.                                                                

                                                                        

After updating your SYSTEM dictionary with the above member, use        

use the RHDCSGEN utility to add the program definitions to your         

SYSTEM dictionary using module CV-MONITOR-190U as input.                

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update ADS/O Built-In Function Support                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS ADS/O Users                                      |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS ADS/O Users                                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE | Compile and link assembler programs                       |

|REQUIRED  | Update load modules in the dictionary                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to compile and link assembler programs            |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, please compile and link your existing        

RHDCEVBF program. If RHDCEVBF is in any of your dictionary              

load areas, please use the IDMSDDDL utility with to update them         

with the new RHDCEVBF object module.                                    

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update LTE Extension                                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS and CICS users                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Shut down and start IDMS and CICS systems                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to shut down and start IDMS and CICS systems      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        
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                      **************************                        

After installing this PTF, any IDMS and CICS systems that communicate   

must be restarted in order for the LTE Extension support to take effect 

effect.                                                                 

                                                                        

        

SO07995

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | CA IDMS Systems Administrators                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of the batch or online SYSGEN compiler                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the batch or online SYSGEN compiler             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

     After installing this PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN      

     online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following definition:      

                                                         

                                                         

     ADD PROGRAM RHDCSRTD                                

         CONCURRENT                                      

         NODYNAMIC                                       

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0                             

         ENABLED                                         

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5                            

         ISA SIZE IS 0                                   

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                           

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM                                

         NOMAINLINE                                      

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON                          

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED                             

         OVERLAYABLE                                     

         PROGRAM                                         

         NOPROTECT                                       

         REENTRANT                                       

         NONRESIDENT                                     

         REUSABLE                                        

         SAVEAREA                                        

         .                                                           
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    Use #CTABGEN Code N116 to secure the DCMT DISPLAY SRTT command.  

                                                                     

    Use the following JCL to execute the SRTT batch processor:       

                                                                     

    //         EXEC PGM=IDMSSRTD,REGION=4096K                        

    //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR                     

    //         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR                  

    //         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR                        

    //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A                                          

    //SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=A                                          

    //SYSIDMS  DD  *                                                 

    Insert SYSIDMS parameters                                        

    /*                                                               

                                                                     

                                                                     

    RHDCSRTT creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.              

    RHDCSRTT source syntax is written to the SYSPCH DD.              

        

SO08199

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | CA IDMS Systems Administrators                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of the batch or online SYSGEN compiler                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the batch or online SYSGEN compiler             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

      After installing this PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN     

      online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following definition:     

                                                                

                                                                

      ADD PROGRAM RHDCCTAD                                      

         CONCURRENT                                             

         NODYNAMIC                                              

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0                                    
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         ENABLED                                                

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5                                   

         ISA SIZE IS 0                                          

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                                  

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM                                       

         NOMAINLINE                                             

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON                                 

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED                                    

         OVERLAYABLE                                            

         PROGRAM                                                

         NOPROTECT                                              

         REENTRANT                                              

         NONRESIDENT                                            

         REUSABLE                                               

         SAVEAREA                                               

         .                                                              

                                                                        

                                                                        

    Use #CTABGEN Code N117 to secure the DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command.     

                                                                        

    Use the following JCL to execute the IDMSCTAB batch processor:      

                                                                        

    //         EXEC PGM=IDMSCTAD,REGION=4096K                           

    //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR                        

    //         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR                     

    //         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR                           

    //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A                                             

    //SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=A                                             

    //SYSIDMS  DD  *                                                    

    Insert SYSIDMS parameters                                           

    /*                                                                  

                                                                        

    IDMSCTAB creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.                 

    IDMSCTAB source syntax is written to the SYSPCH DD.                 

                                                                        

SO08256

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+  

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|USERS     |                                                           |  

|AFFECTED  | All users of CA IDMS                                      |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | UCFTSO or UCFCICS frontend configuration                  |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|ACCESS    |                                                           |  
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|REQUIRED  | Access to CA IDMS system and custom libraries             |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

                      **************************                          

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                          

                      **************************                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

     UCFTSO Clists and UCFCICS assemblies must be updated to        

     enable the use of 3270 dynamic alternate display sizes.        

     A parameter must be included to specify a default size.        

                                                                    

     UCFTSO CLIST Example:                                          

                                                                    

     CALL 'IDMS.LOADLIB(RHDCUCFT)' 'DFLTSIZ=43X80'                  

                                                                    

     UCFCICS Macro Assembly Example:                                

                                                                    

     #UCFCICS COLOR=ONLY,DISC=YES,USERCHK=YES,LASTOUT=TASKEND,      

           RESETKB=TASKEND,DFLTSIZ=MOD4                             

                                                                    

     Acceptable values for the new DFLTSIZ= parameter include:      

                                                                    

                 24x80 or 24X80 or Mod2 or MOD2                     

                 32x80 or 32X80 or Mod3 or MOD3                     

                 43x80 or 43X80 or Mod4 or MOD4                     

                                                                    

     These parameters are used only when the alternate display      

     size of an emulator is not that of a standard 3270 model.      

                                                                    

    Multiple Clists and UCFCICS load modules can be prepared  

    to utilize all of the supported 3270 model display sizes. 

                                                                                                             

                     

SO08527

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | CA IDMS Systems Administrators                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of the batch or online SYSGEN compiler                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to the batch or online SYSGEN compiler             |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

      After installing this PTF, use the RHDCSGEN utility or SYSGEN     

      online to update the CV SYSGEN with the following definition:     

                                                                           

                                                                           

      ADD PROGRAM RHDCUTAD                                                 

         CONCURRENT                                                        

         NODYNAMIC                                                         

         DUMP THRESHOLD IS 0                                               

         ENABLED                                                           

         ERROR THRESHOLD IS 5                                              

         ISA SIZE IS 0                                                     

         LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER                                             

         MPMODE IS SYSTEM                                                  

         NOMAINLINE                                                        

         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS ON                                            

         NEW COPY IS ENABLED                                               

         OVERLAYABLE                                                       

         PROGRAM                                                           

         NOPROTECT                                                         

         REENTRANT                                                         

         NONRESIDENT                                                       

         REUSABLE                                                          

         SAVEAREA     

         .                                                            

                                                                      

                                                                      

    Use #CTABGEN Code N118 to secure the DCMT DISPLAY UTAB command.   

                                                                      

    Use the following JCL to execute the IDMSUTAB batch processor:    

                                                                      

    //         EXEC PGM=IDMSUTAD,REGION=4096K                         

    //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR                      

    //         DD  DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR                   

    //         DD  DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR                         

    //SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A                                           

    //SYSPCH   DD  SYSOUT=A                                           

    //SYSIDMS  DD  *                                                  

    Insert SYSIDMS parameters                                         

    /*                                                                

                                                                      

    IDMSUTAB creation date is written to the SYSLST DD.               

    IDMSUTAB source syntax is written to the SYSPCH DD.                        

SO09453

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Before Applying SO07191                                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Apply SO07191 for users without IBM MQ                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users without IBM MQ installed                   |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Defining DDDEFs in SMP/E                                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to create datasets                                |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to define DDDEFs in IDMS CSI                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

This PTF modifies the link edit requirements going forward to allow     

non-MQ sites the ability to install maintenance which may incoporate    

MQ related IDMS modules. However, due to SMPE restrictions, PTF SO07191 

will need the following manual actions to be installed at non-MQ sites. 

actions to be installed at non-MQ sites.                                

                                                                        

If you do not have IBM MQ installed, create a PDS dataset and assemble  

and link the below module as CSQBSTUB into the new dataset.             

                                                                        

CSQBSTUB TITLE 'Dummy MQ Stub module'                                   

*                                                                       

*   This is a dummy MQ stub module to resolve RHDCD1MQ link             

*   for non-MQ users applying ST07191.  MQ users should link            

*   the real MQ stub when applying ST07191.                             

*                                                                       

         ENTRY MQBACK                                                   

         ENTRY MQBEGIN                                                  

         ENTRY MQBUFMH                                                  

         ENTRY MQCB                                                     

         ENTRY MQCLOSE                                                  

         ENTRY MQCMIT                                                   

         ENTRY MQCONN                                  

         ENTRY MQCONNX                                 

         ENTRY MQCRTMH                                 

         ENTRY MQCTL                                   

         ENTRY MQDISC                                  

         ENTRY MQDLTMH                                 

         ENTRY MQDLTMP                                 

         ENTRY MQGET                                   

         ENTRY MQINQ                                   

         ENTRY MQINQMP                                 

         ENTRY MQMHBUF                                 

         ENTRY MQOPEN                                  

         ENTRY MQPUT                                   

         ENTRY MQPUT1                                  
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         ENTRY MQSET                                   

         ENTRY MQSETMP                                 

         ENTRY MQSTAT                                  

         ENTRY MQSUB                                   

         ENTRY MQSUBRQ                                 

CSQBSTUB CSECT                                         

MQBACK   DS    0H             Back out changes         

MQBEGIN  DS    0H             Begin unit of work  RRS                 

MQBUFMH  DS    0H             Convert buffer into message handle      

MQCB     DS    0H             Manage callback                         

MQCLOSE  DS    0H             Close object                            

MQCMIT   DS    0H             Commit changes                          

MQCONN   DS    0H             Connect queue manager                   

MQCONNX  DS    0H             Connect queue manager (extended)        

MQCRTMH  DS    0H             Create message handle                   

MQCTL    DS    0H             Control callbacks                       

MQDISC   DS    0H             Disconnect queue manager                

MQDLTMH  DS    0H             Delete message handle                   

MQDLTMP  DS    0H             Delete message property                 

MQGET    DS    0H             Get message                             

MQINQ    DS    0H             Inquire object attributes               

MQINQMP  DS    0H             Inquire message property                

MQMHBUF  DS    0H             Convert message handle into buffer      

MQOPEN   DS    0H             Open object                             

MQPUT    DS    0H             Put message                             

MQPUT1   DS    0H             Put one message                         

MQSET    DS    0H             Set object attributes                   

MQSETMP  DS    0H             Set message property                    

MQSTAT   DS    0H             Retrieve status information             

MQSUB    DS    0H             Register subscription                   

MQSUBRQ  DS    0H             Subscription request                    

*                                                                     

         DC    H'0'           Abort if called                         

         BR    14                                                     

         END                                                          

                                                                      

Add a DDDEF for SCSQLOAD in your IDMS CSI.                            

You can use the following JCL to accomplish this:                     

                                                                      

Change GLOBALHLQ to your HLQ for the IDMS SMP environment.            

Change IBMHLQ to the HLQ for your IBM MQ datasets.                    

If you do not have IBM MQ installed, change IBMHLQ to the dataset     

you created with the CSQBSTUB module.                                 

                                                                      

//xxxxxx  JOB .....                                                   

//*                                                                   

//DDDEFS1 EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,PARM='DATE=U',REGION=0M                     

//SMPCSI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GLOBALHLQ.CSI                              

//SMPHOLD  DD DUMMY                                                   

//SMPLOG   DD DUMMY                                                     

//SMPCNTL  DD *                                                         

  SET BDY(CAIT18) .              /* SET TO TARGET ZONE */               

  UCLIN .                                                               
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    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */                   

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                                          

      SHR                                                               

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              

  SET BDY(CAID18) .              /* SET TO DLIB ZONE */                 

  UCLIN .                                                               

    ADD DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)          /* IBM MQ Library */                   

      DATASET(IBMHLQ.SCSQLOAD)                                          

      SHR                                                               

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Applying SO09453                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Enable IDMS MQ Support                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users with with IBM MQ Installed                 |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Compile and link assembler programs                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    | Ability to update IDMS startup JCL                        |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to compile and link assembler programs            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

With this change we will dynamically load the MQ stub program CSQBSTUB. 

Non MQ users are not affected, but MQ users will need to add SCSQLOAD   

to CDMSLIB in their CV startup JCL, and there needs to be at least 24   

additional null PDEs defined to the system.                             

                                                                        

Optionally, the stub can be linked. See RHDCD1MQ in CAGJSAMP for        

sample JCL to do this. If this is done, then CUSTLIB needs to be        

ahead of CAGLOAD in your JCL.                                           

                                                                        

                                                                        

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS Base Option                             Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Applying SO09453                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Remove SCSQLOAD DDDEF                                     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |
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+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Defining DDDEFs in SMP/E                                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to remove DDDEFs in IDMS CSI                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

After applying this PTF, the SCSQLOAD DDDEF is no longer needed in      

the IDMS SMP/E environment. You can remove this DDDEF using the         

following JCL.                                                          

                                                                        

Change GLOBALHLQ to your HLQ for the IDMS SMP environment.              

                                                                        

//xxxxxx  JOB .....                                                     

//*                                                                     

//DDDEFS1 EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,PARM='DATE=U',REGION=0M                       

//SMPCSI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GLOBALHLQ.CSI                                

//SMPHOLD  DD DUMMY                                                     

//SMPLOG   DD DUMMY                                                     

//SMPCNTL  DD *                                                         

  SET BDY(CAIT18) .              /* SET TO TARGET ZONE */               

  UCLIN .                                                               

    DEL DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)                                                 

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              

  SET BDY(CAID18) .              /* SET TO DLIB ZONE */                 

  UCLIN .                                                               

    DEL DDDEF(SCSQLOAD)                                                 

      .                                                                 

   ENDUCL.                                                              

                                                                        

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Applying SO09453                                    |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update Messages                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | All IDMS users                                            |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Update definitions in the Dictionary                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Ability to run IDMSDDDL in batch or use IDD online        |

                      **************************                         

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                         

                      **************************                         

After installing this PTF, please use the IDMSDDDL utility               

to update your SYSTEM dictionary's message area                          
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with the input in source member DC090.  Please note using this           

member will result in the update of all messages contained within        

DC090.  You may optionally decide to only update the specific            

message(s) associated with this correction. To do this simply            

include message(s) DC131002 as input to the IDMSDDDL                     

utility.                                                                 

                                                                         

Holddata for FMID CAGJJ01

RO93920

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS CICS Support                            Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   | Update CICS CSD                                           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  | Users of CA IDMS in CICS Transaction Server 5.4           |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Use of CICS DFHCSDUP utility                              |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  | Access to CICS CSD datasets                               |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                        

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                        

                      **************************                        

                                                                        

             After installing this maintenance, CICS CSDs               

             containing CA IDMS definitions can have the                

              equivalent of this update installed by using        

             the following input to the DFHCSDUP utility:        

                                                                 

             //SYSIN  DD *                                       

             ALTER    TRANSACTION(IDMS) PROGRAM(IDMSINTC)        

                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) PROFILE(IDMSPRF)            

                      TASKDATAKEY(CICS) TASKDATALOC(BELOW)       

             ALTER    TRANSACTION(INTC) PROGRAM(IDMSINTC)        

                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) PROFILE(IDMSPRF)            

                      TASKDATAKEY(CICS) TASKDATALOC(BELOW)       

             ALTER    PROGRAM(IDMSINTC)                          

                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO)

                      RES(YES) EXECKEY(CICS) DATALOCATION(BELOW) 

             ALTER    PROGRAM(IDMSCCMN)                          
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                      GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO)

                      EXECKEY(CICS) RES(YES) DATALOCATION(BELOW) 

             /*                                                  

                                                                 

                              IMPORTANT!                         

                                                                 

             Additional transaction or program definitions       

             invoking an IDMSINTC interface with different       

             naming conventions should be altered to include 

             TASKDATALOC(BELOW) for the transaction, and     

             DATALOCATION(BELOW) for the program definition. 

             

                                                                  

                        

SO07638

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|     CA IDMS CICS Support                            Version 19.0     |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|SEQUENCE  | Both before Apply and after Apply                         |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|PURPOSE   |                                                           |

|          |RHDCTERM must be defined to the CICS CSD.                  |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|USERS     |                                                           |

|AFFECTED  |                                                           |

|          |CICS users.                                                |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

|          |Product Administration                                     |

|          |CICS                                                       |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|ACCESS    |                                                           |

|REQUIRED  |                                                           |

|          |Modification of the CICS CSD.                              |

|          |Privilege to recycle the CICS region.                      |

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                      **************************                       

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                       

                      **************************                       

                                                                       

1. Before applying the PTF RHDCTERM bust be defined to the CICS CSD    

   file. To define RHDCTERM use the CICS System definition file utility

   program DFHCSDUP.                                                   

                                                                       

   Sample DFHCSDUP JCL:                                                

   //CSDLIST  EXEC PGM=DFHCSDUP,REGION=4M                              

   //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cics.sdfhload                            

   //DFHCSD   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cics.csd                                 

   //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

   //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                              

   //SYSIN  DD *                                                       
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    DEFINE  PROGRAM(RHDCTERM)                                          

            GROUP(IDMSGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) CEDF(NO)                

   /*                                                                  

                                                                       

2. After applying the PTF the CICS region must be recycled.      

SO08257

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+  

|     CA IDMS CICS Support                            Version 19.0     |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|SEQUENCE  | After Apply                                               |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|PURPOSE   | To enable the functionality of this PTF                   |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|USERS     |                                                           |  

|AFFECTED  | All users of CA IDMS                                      |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|KNOWLEDGE |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | UCFTSO or UCFCICS frontend configuration                  |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

|ACCESS    |                                                           |  

|REQUIRED  | Access to CA IDMS system and custom libraries             |  

+----------+-----------------------------------------------------------+  

                      **************************                          

                      * STEPS    TO    PERFORM *                          

                      **************************                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

     UCFTSO Clists and UCFCICS assemblies must be updated to              

     enable the use of 3270 dynamic alternate display sizes.       

     A parameter must be included to specify a default size.       

                                                                   

     UCFTSO CLIST Example:                                         

                                                                   

     CALL 'IDMS.LOADLIB(RHDCUCFT)' 'DFLTSIZ=43X80'                 

                                                                   

     UCFCICS Macro Assembly Example:                               

                                                                   

     #UCFCICS COLOR=ONLY,DISC=YES,USERCHK=YES,LASTOUT=TASKEND,     

           RESETKB=TASKEND,DFLTSIZ=MOD4                            

                                                                   

     Acceptable values for the new DFLTSIZ= parameter include:     

                                                                   

                 24x80 or 24X80 or Mod2 or MOD2                    

                 32x80 or 32X80 or Mod3 or MOD3                    

                 43x80 or 43X80 or Mod4 or MOD4                    

                                                                   

     These parameters are used only when the alternate display     

     size of an emulator is not that of a standard 3270 model.     
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     Multiple Clists and UCFCICS load modules can be prepared 

     to utilize all of the supported 3270 model display sizes.

z/OSMF Portable Package Special Considerations
If you are using z/OSMF to perform an upgrade, before beginning the upgrade, read the following information about two
PTFs included in the package. The PTFs have special requirements regarding HOLDDATA that you should consider
before upgrading. 

PTF SO11594

The requirement for HOOKED exits has changed. Without this PTF applied, upon return from a HOOKED exit, any value
in the high-half of R15 prevents other HOOK entries for that vector from being called.

After this PTF is applied, other entries are called unless the high-order bit is set in R15. The high-order bit is cleared
before it is returned to the caller.

The following vendor products have hooked the IDMS vectors. If you use any of these products, contact the vendor before
installing this PTF.

• Cogito
– EZ-DB product suite

• Rocket Software
– OCA
– Shadow z/Services for IDMS
– SYSLINK

PTF SO14636

This PTF corrects an issue with native VSAM KSDS records. Without the PTF applied, when a native VSAM KSDS record
is stored or created, the corresponding journal image is invalid. The "before" image is incorrect for an ERASE, and the
"after" image is incorrect for a STORE operation.

Whether you follow the HOLDDATA instructions before or after upgrading depends on the version of the release you are
upgrading from:

• If you are upgrading from release 18.5, you can apply PTF SO14587 in your 18.5 environment, then follow the
HOLDDATA instructions before performing the upgrade.

• If you are upgrading from a release other than 18.5, follow the HOLDDATA instructions after upgrading.

HOLDDATA Instructions

• Review KSDS VSAM files for accuracy.
• Shut down CVs that update KSDS VSAM files and archive and format their journals.
• Use existing journal data for analysis. Do not use it for recovery if it contains invalid images for either STORE or

ERASE operations.

Third-Party Software Acknowledgments
The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the  product (the
“Licensed Product”). The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the OSS referred to below and may also only use
portions of a given OSS component.
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To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom Inc. and/or its corporate affiliates (“Broadcom”)
will make source code available for applicable OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com
including your name, address, the product name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom disclaims all warranties and liability arising from
or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution, and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license, download the attached zip file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• ADS™

• ADS™ Batch
• ADS™ Alive
• ADS™ APPC
• ADS™ Trace
• CA Culprit
• Culprit™ for IDMS™

• Data Content Discovery for z/OS
• Easytrieve Report Generator
• CA Endevor
• CA Endevor/DB
• Endevor®/DB Change Manager for IDMS™

• IDMS
• IDMS/DB
• IDMS™/DB Audit
• IDMS™/DB Analyzer
• IDMS™/DB Sort
• IDMS™/DB Reorg
• IDMS/DC
• IDMS™ DDS (Distributed Database System)
• IDMS™ DLI Transparency
• IDMS™ Dictionary Loader
• IDMS™ Dictionary Module Editor
• IDMS™ Dictionary Migrator
• IDMS™ Dictionary Query Facility
• IDMS™ DML Online
• IDMS™ Extractor
• IDMS™ Journal Analyzer
• IDMS™ Log Analyzer
• IDMS™ Masterkey
• IDMS™ MQ Adapter
• IDMS™ Online Log Display
• IDMS™ Online Query for IDMS
• IDMS™ Performance Monitor Option
• IDMS™ Plug-In for Zowe CLI
• IDMS™ Presspack
• IDMS™ REST API
• IDMS™ Task Analyzer
• IDMS™ UCF
• IDMS™ VSAM Transparency
• IDMS™ Visual DBA
• IDMS™ Server
• IDMS™ SQL Quick Bridge
• IDMS™ Web Services
• Mainframe Operational Intelligence
• MICS™ Analyzer Option for IDMS™

• OLQ
• OLQ™ Online Query for IDMS™

• IBM® Cognos®
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